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WILLIAM H. KELLEY
“TALL MAN” DEAD

STEVENS
D ouble Barrel

Hammerless
William H. Kelley, formerly of Phil
lips, who died in Ridlonville Sunday
and who vwas buried from the home
of his brother, M. Sewall Kelley of
this village Wednesday afternoon,
was probably the tallest man at the
time of his death in Franklin county,
possibly iin the state.
He stood six
feet 8 Y2 inches in his stocking feet
and w'as noted far and wide for his
great heighth.
Mr. Kelley was a familiar figure
about Phillips for many years.
lie

Gun No. 365
K r u p p Fluid
Steel Barrels and
Lugs Drop-forged
in one piece.
Breech Strongest
where others are
Weak.

5a

.¡25 cal.

l
UTOLOADING

C A N N O T

R IF L E ,

SHOOT LOOSE
Pick up this gun
and feel the bal
ance of it—exam
ine the working
parts closely and
see the fine care
and finish of de
tail—you will say
it is a winner.

N ot one single ounce of
muzzle energy is lost.
^,part o f recoil, ordinarily taken
up b y the shoulder, is utilized in
operating the mechanism.
F iv e on e-ton b lo w s — as
quick as you can pull and
release trigger— as straight to
the mark as you can hold.
T h e only
recoil-operated
rifle locking the cartridge in
chamber until after bullet
has left the muzzle.
^

Lists at o n l y
and will be
expressed, prepaid
direct from factory
in case you can
not secure through
a Dealer.

PRICE 4 CENTS

JNCmSTER
.401 Caliber

* r

S E L F - L O A D I N G 9R I F L E
This new Winchester Repeater has speed and
power plus. It’s speedy because, being reloaded
by the recoil, it can be shot as fast as the trigger
can be pulled. It’s powerful because it handles a
cartridge of the most modem type, one that strikes
a blow o f 2038 foot pounds. The combination of such
power with the rapidity of fire which this rifle is capable
of, makes it unusually desirable for hunting the biggest of
big game. There is no rifle made which
will deliver five as powerful blows in as
few seconds as the Winchester Model 1910.

&32.50

RemingtonrUMC - -he
perfect shooting combination.
Send fo t dacriplive folder .

Write for

REMINGTON APMS-UNION
META LUC CARTRIDGE CO.
299 Eroadway Now York City

For Your Fishing Trip Try

Art

BALL’S GAMPS.

Catalog.

ÄRTRIDGES

J.

STEVENS
TOOL

No place like it for salmon, also trout and laketrout.
Send for book B. Grand Lake Stream, Maine.

ARMS 8
CO.

Post office Box 50

SPRING FISHING

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

- A .d v c r t is in o ’ P < iy s \ o u
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SEASO N
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THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
P u b l i s h e s a b e a u t i f u l l i t t l e B o o k l e t in c o l o r s ,
e n t i t l e d “ F I S H I N G ” . It t e l l s all a b o u t w h e r e t o g o ,

Mountain View House

.
. _
.
WILLIAM H. KELLY, WHO DIED . ■
Su n d a y , a n d w h o w a s PROBthe R a n g e le y and D ead

Mountain View, Maine

a b l y t h e t a l l e s t m a n in t h e

For further particulars write or address

state.

L. E. BCWLEY,
Mountain View,
. . .

T H IN K O F
GRANTS

Maine-

____
CAMPS,

KENNEBAGO,

M A IN E ,

When Packing up for that Fishing Trip. Fly Fishing de luxe
K e n n e b a g o , M ain e
ED G R A N T (EX SO N S ,

" " " B r o w r P ^ C a m p s ^ T a k e ^ ^ e z a r ^ ^
For your Spring Fishing Trip why not come where the salmon are large
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
five seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc. Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
us forbooklet, rates and detailed information. Address
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.

|......T IM ... POND

CAMPS

£:j
Open when the ice leaves the lake. We guarantee both bait and fly|i: fishing and catch trout. Telephone, daily mail. Write for 1912 booklet,
I J U L IA N K . VILES & SON,
Franklin Co., Tim, Maine.

was born in this town January 25,
1863, and worked on a farm until he
was 21 years of ago, attending the
common school during sessions. He
was married to Miss Winnie Barton,
November 29, 1888.
They had two
sons, Vere and Lin wood Kelley.
While Mr. Kelley was in Phillips
he engaged in work as a carriage
painter and general jobber.
He was
,,
musical, and during the time that
he lived in this village sang in the
choir of the Union church.
In Mex
ico he played cornet
or
tuba
in the band, as the need required. He
was employed at Ridlonville by the
Continental
Bag Mills in the ma
chine shop,.
The funeral Wednesday was at
tended by a number of his old time
Phillips friends.
There were many
floral tributes.
Miss Estelle Bar
ker sang a number of selections, ac
companied
by
Miss
Helen
Hilton.
.Rev. M. S. Hutchins con
ducted the services.
The inter
g;
ment was in Evergreen cemetery.
g:
||

_.

_ _ .

F. N. BEÄL,

G.

P. Ä.,

Phillips, Maine.

Mr. Kelley leaves, besides
his
wife and sons, a brother,
M. S.
Kelley, and two sisters, Mrs. Ada
Hunter and Mrs, Frank Lowell.
Mr. Kelley loved his family and
-----------home above all things else.
He was
At the first district republican condevoted to his wife and children and vention held in Portland Wednesday
is mourned by a host of friends in the Roosevelt men won out, elec
Rumford, Mexico and Phillips..
ting their delegates to the national
convention by a vote of 152 to 144.
ABBOTT
M IL L
&
CLEAVES
The delegates are Frank M. Low
BURNED.
of Portland and Gilman N. Deering
of Saco.
4
Alternates:
H. Herbert Sturgis of
Abbott & Cleaves portable mill was
burned
to the ground Wednesday Standish and N. T. M. Jacobs of
Wells.
night at East Madrid, where
this
The committee on credentials re
Portland firm has been sawing lum ported there were vacancies in some
ber.
The mill has been run by of the delegations, as follows: Yar
George Goding of Wilton. The
fire mouth, 5;
Sebago, 1; Newfield,2
is estimated at $3000.
The cause of and Sbarpleigh, 2.
the fire was not learned up to the
The
whole number of delegates
time of going to press.
It is said present was 294 out of a possible
that this firm will re-build at once. 304.
The number of ballots neces-1
None of the lumber was destroyed, sary for a choice 148.

ROOSEVELT
MEN WIN

LAKEWOOD CAMPS

LOON-LAKE

ßONifAKE M/Wofy)
foMHE Físhuíg . lfí
A\E TüRHlSH/OU REF
ERENCES. INDIVIDUAL
0 \bins, ope N Fir es ,
Wltn OFvWlfHOUfMIijS
ÍLEWlSYORK«—
^

-

tW -E Y ^ E

GO TO JOE’S
JOE W H IT E RUNS B L A K E S L E E LAKE G AM PS in the
Dead River Region, where you can catch trout every day in
the season. That’ the point and that's the fact. Write, to
JOE W H IT E , Eustis, Me., For Booklet and Particulars.

I

2

o

FORMERLY K NOW N A S ANGLERS’ RETREAT
Has a greater variety'of fishing^grounds than any one place in the Rangeley Lakes. Fifteen miles of
Lake trolling^and Five miles of ’Stream Fly Fishing and several Ponds well stocked with Trout and Salmon.
Table first-class. A No. 1 beds. Camps have from one to seven rooms and open brick fireplace and pure
running SPRING WATER in each camp. For rates and booklet address

Gapt. E. F. Goburn,

M id d led a m .

Advertise in Maine Woods

.

R iv er R e g io n s o f M a in e,
a n d c o n t a i n s an a c c u r a t e M a p o f th is T e r r i t o r y .
A d d r e s s w ith sta m p ,

R a n g eley L a k e s,

M a in e
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SPORTING

NOTES

his attorneys, Walton & Walton
stated that the case had been set
tled and had so been recorded in
court.
The case against Brooks was
not pressed on payment of cosits and
agreement as stated above.

ICE COMMENCES TO
WEAKEN AT MT. VIEW

GAME FARM W A N T E D .

HOW T O RAISE SKUNKS.

Spokane (Wash.) Rod and Gun Club
Hints
Petitions Legislature.

From a Government
On the Matter.

Expert

Establishment of a game farm in
Many attempts have been made to
eastern
Washington, the appoint
Spots of Bare Ground Carry Mes ment by the governor of a game raise skunks for tbeir fur, but the
Warrants were served Wednesday
William W. Sewall, better known a
on about a dozen prominent
busi
warden
and fish commissioner for enterprises have usually been given
sage of Coming Spring.
“ Bill” Sewrall, Colonel Roosevelt’s fa
According to
ness and professional men of Belfast,
the district, the creation of a fish up as unprofitable.
mous guide, called on the Colonel
the
Biological
Survey
of
the United
members of a long-standing organi
hatcheries fund and the rigid enforce
while he wag in Portland,
Teddy
States Department of Agriculture, the
menit
of
the
laws,
which
shall
pro
zation known as the Coot Club, charg
(Special to Maine Woods.)
said:
“ I’m glad to see you Bill,”
causes of failure have been
ing ¡them with violation of the spe
vide
impriscjnment and cash fines chief
Mountain View, April 3.
and then they clasped hands.
cial
law prohibiting hunting sea
for all violations, are some of the the cost of fencing enclosures, cost
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Perham, who
birds
in Eggemoggin, reached by
recommendations to be embodied in of maintenance, or lack of exper
The first petition asking for the
have
been at Palm Beach, FLa., re a petition to the next legislature of ience, leading to overcrowding and
means of any kind of a boat ex
liberation of
Hungarian partridges
In many
cept a row boat or sailboat.
The turned to Mingo Springs last Wed Washington by the Spokane Rod and overfeeding the animals.
was received by (the department of
cases where the animals were suc
complaint was made by a game war nesday to get the house in readiness Gun Club.
inland fisheries and game, from
A1 F. Wieseman, secretary of the cessfully reared, it was found that
den and a hearing was held at the for next season.
Charles H. Shand and others of Bar
Western
Hancock municipal court,
says:
“ Our judges the expense of feeding them to ma
Billy Soule, wife and little daugh organization,
Harbor, who ask that a portion of
in Bucksport, Thursday.
The club
have been too easy with violators of turity exceeded the value of the fur
the funds provided by Chapter 156
We need while in other instances the antip
has made an annual hunting cruise ter, left Friday for a visit to Mrs. the game and fish laws.
of the Law- of 1911 be used for the
about Penobscot Bay, going last fall Soule’s parents in New Brunswick. more rigid statutes in which imprison athy of neighbors led to the aban
purpose of liberating Hungarian par
At
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Welch went ment and fines are not left optional donment of the experiments.
in the steamer Castine.
A member
tridges at or around Bar Harbor.
If men with rod present the value of the best black
of the club said today that if there to New York last Wednesday, where with the judges.
had been any violation of the law Mr. Welch is to receive treatment. or gun knew the punishment for fail skins would probably allow a margin
ure to observe the laws meant a tenm of profit in rearing this class of
Elmer D. Barker of New Vineyard, it was because the members did not
Nearly all of the lumber camps behind the bars I believe our game skunks.
The Survey gives the fol
shot a black "fox recently for the know such a law existed.
have broken up for this winter.
Th| and fish would increase in a short lowing practical hints on skunk
skin of which he obtained $350 from
New Jersey has imposed a per cap remainder finish this week as the time.
The chief trouble is that farming:
A. B. Dolbier of Farmington.
The
our
representatives in the legisla
In the matter of food, the chief aim.
fur was in prime condition and a ita tax of $1 on female cats, the dis snow roads are going fast
being due to the fact
ture have been trading the game bill should be to supply a suitable and
very fine
specimen.
Barker saw crimination
Mr. and Mrs. Bowley were in
for some measure not half as im sufficient
diet at reasonable cost.
the fox some days before he finally that they kill m ori birds than the
Lewiston, visiting friends and shoppin portant.”
males.
Here
is
an
instance
where
A certain proportion of meat is neces
managed to shoot it.
Finally
his
hound drove the fox within range “ the female of the species is dead th e, last of the week and the first Mr. Wieseman’s plan is to have the sary, but the animals eat also bread,
governor appoint a game
warden green corn, clover, tomatoes,
of this.
and
of his gun and the animal was lier than the male.”
and fish commissioner at a salary many other vegetable substances.
brought to bag. ’ This is the first
Capt.
F.
E.
Cobum
is
away
hiring
Mr. Wilfrid Blunt was in Constan
of from $150 to $200 a month; the Butcher and table scraps given when
black fox that Mr. Barker ever shot.
tinople, where he met Halim, the help and will open his house at Mid board of commissioners to appoint
fresh are the main reliance.
The
He is, naturally, proud of his achieve
dle Dam very soon, as he has a
owner of the Arab horse which won
a game warden, acting also as fish food should not be salted, and fresh
ment.
number
of
people
coming
as
soon
the 84 mile race against an English
commissioner, in each county at a water should be supplied regularly»
mare in Egypt in 1864.
The Arab as he can get organized for the sea salary of from $125 to $150 a month,
son.
Judge
Livingston
is
at
Bemis
Never before in the history of the was a bay from the Anazeh;
Skunks are especially fond of in
the
under the direction of the state o f sects, and f the pens
lobster pound on the Maine coast, an English mare, named Alabama, be now waiting for him to open up.
are
large
he to have power to dis and favorably placed, the animals
Supt. Hayford of the Oquossoc ficial;
that means in 20 years, have the longed to a syndicate.
The race
hatchery states that he has charge them and the county com will forage for a part of their food.
lobsters in the pounds come through was from Suez to Cairo, and (the fish
the winter as well as they have this Arab covered the 84 miles in seven about 850,000 fish and eggs on hand missioners at once to appoint another
At least an acre of ground should
The county wardens are to be enclosed for each 50 skunks, and
last fall
three fifths are warden.
year.
This is generally admitted hours 50 minutes, coming in alone. taken
report every day to the county com even then there is danger of canni
hatched.
by all the dealers, while the oldest Alabama stopped after
traveling
The state fish commis balism unless there are plenty
The warm weather and rain of last missioners.
pound keepers on the coast say they about 60 miles.
of
She was stopped to
sion
shall
have
charge and control of separate dens for the females.
week
has
settled
the
snow
so
that
have never known ¡the shell fish to receive some gruel, but after taking
The
bare ground is seen in a number of the eastern Washington hatcheries. fence should be made of poultry netdo as well. The cause of the good it she could noit move.
Halim told
License fees are as follows:
around
Mountain View
condition of the lobsters is found in Mr. Blunt that he once rode one of places
tin 1% inch mesh. The posts should
For resident, $1 for fishing and be set in ditches 18 inches or more
the severe winter.
All the pounds his Arabs, at trot and canter, for House, and water is soaking up
f o r 1in depth, which should be filled with
So hunting; for non-resident, $25
have been frozen up and the ice on 24 hours and another for 18 hours through the snow on the lake.
caribou
and
small
game;
for
non-1
get
the
old
reel
out
and
oil
it
up
the water has been many inches in on end.
broken stone or concrete.
Another
$10 for deer; for non-res plan is to extend the wire netting
and be ready for the spring fishing resident,
thickness.
As a result, the lobsters
ident, $25 for goat and sheep-moose; j underground.
The fence should be
have been in the dark during the
The visit lkst week of a party of when the ice goes out and when
cold months and have not crawled. prominent railroad officials of the you leave the train at Oquossoc for non-resident, $25 for caribou and three or four feet high and have
elk.
an overhang at the top to keep the
When they do not crawl, they do not New
York,
New
Haven & board the Mountain View team that
The alien hunter must declare his |animals from climbing over.
fight s much, so they have passed Hartford, Boston & Maine and other will be waiting for you there.
intention of becoming a citizen of
Skunks breed once a year and
the winter .quietly and have grown large roads to Bar Harbor, and their
the United States before a license produce from six to eight young.
and are now in the best of condition. inspection
of shore property gave
A L U C K Y TRA PPER .
is issued to him.
They are bom in May or June, and
As a result, the lobsters that are rise to the old rumor that the rail
Every farmer must put, up signs if mature by December.
There is
now being brought to Portland by the road interests were to erect a large Curtis Lawrence Gets Many Furs.
hunting or fishing is not permitted good money in skunk farming, if it
smacks from the various pounds are hotel, similar to the Poland Spring
Joe Haley Has Pet Coons.
on his property.
If hunters of fish be done scientifically.
the best that have been on
the House.
Hardy’s Point, purchased
ermen destroy such sign, the farmer
market for a long time.
some time ago, was one of the points
During the past year Curtis E.
shall have power to make arrest and
looked at and this spot would form Lawrence of Phillips, has trapped and,
DON’T FO R G E T.
the guilty party shall pay the farm
A bear has been seen lately in the an ideal site for a hotel.
The rumo shot 12 foxes—all shot except two. I
Whenever
you write to one of our
er
not
less
than
$15
and
not
more
woods on the Marshall road, the ani that the Maine Central lines will be Also just before close time two deer |
than $25.
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
mal being seen near the Frank Traf- extended onto the island, doing away six muskrats and four mink.
One | Bounties
on predatory animals: Maine Woods.
ton farm says the Ft. Fairfield Re with the present expensive steamboat of these foxes measured
It is important to
from tip
Cougar, $25; gray wolves, $10; wild I
view.
service, has been revived.
you to do so; important to us and
to tip 62 inches and his pelt brought
cats, $7.50; lynx, $7.50; coyotes,!
$10.45.
Curtis’ furs, sold this winter
Very ¡tame are the ducks in Frank
$2.50.
The skins shall become the the advertiser naturally wants to
SPRING IS COMING!
brought
$115.45.
One
year
(1907)
j
lin Park—the only ones, by [the way,
property of the county and the know where you found bis name.
he got 43 foxes, two fishers, three
owned by the city of Boston, remarks
county to sell them.
Any one hav Tell him, and thus do a good turn
coons, 12 muskrats, nine mink, and
the Boston Post’s “ Observant Citi Mr. Walker of Mackamp Writes on
ing skins of coyotes
and wolves for all concerned.
four skunks.
During the past win
the Subject.
zen.”
I notice the ice has left
in possession must be property owner
ter Lawrence has hauled to Hodges’
their private pond and that they are
in the county and must show tax re
The glory of coming spring has siding, approximately speaking, 300 ceipt as means of identification. Thei
taking
advantage of the
spring
This wood was
commenced to
appeal cords of poplar.
weather to display their natatorial evidently
hired help,
of course, allowed to
cut and peeled by Lawrence and a
strongly
to
Roy
Walker
of
Mackabilities.
Oftentimes of mornings I
trap, catch or kill wolves and coyotes,
he sends Maine young man hired for the summer; but owner of ranch must collect the
observe these ducks have th e . com amp, Maine, for
Woods
what
he
terms a “ little they also did the farm work as usual. bounty and make oath that coyotes
HIDES, PELTS & WOOL
panionship of their wild brethren,
Top prices and Satisfactory
“ Joe” Haley caught a coon about
now southward flying, and of course verse.”
and wolves were killed on his land.
Returns guaranteed.
We sell
a l l K i n d s o f W teel T r a p s at
Here it is, just, as Mr. Walker writes a week ago, and later caught another It shall be unlawful to bring any of
perfectly safe in Franklin Park, as
lowest prices, and T a n all kinds of
H id e s and F u r s for Itoltes and
it, given without touch by the edi Unlike the Rangeley coon both these tbe foregoing named animals or skin
no firearms are permitted there.
C o a t s . Write for our price lists.
milk and apples with great
torial blue pencil:
p enjoy
A L B E R T LEA HID E & FUR C O .,
into
the
state
from
other
2 S 2 M a rk e t S tre e t.
A lb e rt L e a , M in n .
The story that a Mechanic Falls
“ Fishing time is
coming,
Mr. gusto.
state or county.
man caught a pickerel the other day Haas. Hear the bullfrogs sing! See
at Thompson pond with a Taft but the pussy willows, Mr. Howard Krutz
OLD T IM E GAME HOG.
ton in the pickerel's mouth is au sure sign of sring, Mr. Krutz.
■ * ■ * ■ * ■ * ■
* ■ * ■ V ■ V ■ V ■ * ■
thoritatively denied.
It was a
“ Fishing time is coming, Mr. Haas.
Moose must have been plenty in
Roosevelt button.—Lewiston Journal. Fix up your lines and bait, My Dear
the old days.
The following para
*
friends.
Have your fishpole handy, graph from the Kennebec Journal of *
There are codfish and codfish, but you won’t have long to wait.
Fish April, 1850 tells of the work of one
two that were brought into Portland ing time is coming Mr. Haas; the
*
*
game hog:
Wednesday are thought to have been south wind warms the air.
Brooks
“ Moose,—these animals, the lords
the largest ever brought into this and streams are calling at Mackamp,
*
of our northern forests, have been *
port.
The fish weighed 102 pounds Me., for you, Mr. Fisherman.
O,
each when
dressed.
That means you angler, the streams are calling taken in great numbers this year,
since the snow became deep in the *
they must have weighed 125 pounds for you at Mackamp, Me.”
woods. Large quantities have been
when “ round,” or as they came from
After this appeal, Mr. Haas, Mr.
sold in all our markets on the Ken *
the water.
Krutz and Mr. Fisherman should cer
nebec and Penobscot rivers.
Mr.
tainly respond!
An agreement
by Dr. Chas. D.
Nehemiah. Ellis of this city, has just
Brooks of Rutherford, N. J\, to pay
returned from an excursion to Moose *
AN E A R L Y B U T T E R F L Y .
$1950 to the widow and child of a
head lake, near which, we under
Walter Pio brought to The Ameri stand, he shot five of these animals,
guide whom he shot and killed
while on a hunting trip in the Maine can office last week a butterfly found part of which he brought home. We
The insect acknowledge
woods last fall, and to meet the cost in Ellsworth, March 20.
the receipt from him
of the court, $93.92, led to the quash was nearly as lively as in summer. of several pounds of very nice steaks
*
ing of the criminal case against him —Ellsworth American.
for which he has our thanks.”
in the Supreme court at Skowhegan
Thursday.
Brooks was arrested in
DON’T FO R G ET.
ENJOYS MAINE WOODS.
October for negligently shooting a
Whenever you write to one of oui
And get all the fishing news from the
human being, Harold Highit, his
I send my check of $1.00 to pay for *
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
*
guide, at Moxie, above Bingham wh.il
another year ito ¡the good paper, Maine
Rangeley Lakes and Dead River Region
Hi
Main©
Woods.
It
is
important
to
on a hunting trip.
He was placed
Woods.
I love to read it and to
*
*
you
to
do
so;
important
to
us
and
under bonds to await the action of
know what the sportsmen are doing
and all sections o f Maine.
■
the grand jury at the December term the advertiser naturally wants to at all times of the year.
and at that time an indictment was know where you found his name
*
I wish you success
*
found against him.
The case was Tell him, and thus do a good turn
Your®,
■
D
continued against him and Thursday for all concerned.
E. W. Chandler.

W A N TED

■

■

■

The time is near for the
Fishing Season o f 1912

■
■

■

■

SUBSCRIBE

FOR

THE

s MAINE WOODS I
■

■

■ * ■ * ■ * ■ * ■ * ■ * ■ ■ * ■ * ■ * ■ * ■ * ■ * ■ ;

MAINE WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

BANGOR SALMON
_____
^Just
POOL OPENS

FAMOUS

MAINE, APRIL. 4, 1912.

KEZAR FALLS MAP.
Completed by the U. S. Geological Survey

T

I

SEBAG0 LAKE
KING SALMON
SEASON OPENS AT BANGOR POOL

-----------The engraving of the new GovemBangor, April 2.
Portland, Me., April 1.
The clo se '
The season at the Bangor salmon meht topographic map of the Kezar
King
Salmon
arrived
Monday morn
•Falls quadrangle surveyed in co-op- time for fishing for landlocked s a l-;
FAIRY TALES
pool—the only one in the United
It was not one of the April
j eration with the state of Maine, has mon, togue and white perch in Sebag ing.
States on the entire Atlantic coast— just been completed by the United
lake and Long pond in Cumberland Fool arrivals either but tho noble
opened Monday, April 1, and a con- states Geological Survey at Wash-county, which begins on Oct. 1, j king of game fishes swam up the
siderable number of local fishermen ington, and the map is available forj
Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Camps.
ceased, today.
Although it was legal mighty Penobscot, poked an eye out
N e w r e a d in g m a tte r , in te re stin g .
T h e fir s t e d itio n -was e x h a u ste d m u ch entered the competition for the honor distribution. This map represents by
to
fish
in
those
waters,
’the fishermen from under the immense ice field,
s o o n e r th a n w e e x p e c te d an d th e p o p u  of taking the first salmon, always ^ar
most complete survey ever
between
the sea and the big open
lar d e m a n d w a s s o g r e a t fo r a se c o n d
,
,
TJ. . made of this section of the state. It w’ill have to w’ait at least ten days for
e d itio n th a t w e p u b lish e d a n en la rg ed „ _
water which men call the Bangor sal
It is
■
,
,
b e so ld
b y a much sought after honor.
and Im p rov ed e d itio n t o
shows so clearly every physical fea* the ioe to break up and give them a
mall
(p o s tp a id ) at th e lo w p ric e nam ed.
mon pool and seeing a gaudy thing
honor
eitll6r’ : ture of the country covered that the
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps
ac nQt an erupt)
chance to exercise their skill In cap skipping about over the water, snap
cepted.
for the first salmon brings $1.25 a character of any part of the quadJ. W . B R A C K E T T CO.,
turing the hungry and gamy fish. ped at it, says the Bangor Commer
P h illip s , M a in e .
pound in the open market and i t ; rangle, as well as the shapes and
cial.
i
,i
means a most profitable day’s work areas of the hills and valleys, can Close time on the other lakes and This was the preliminary to a regal
of the state expires only
to whoever kills it.
be seen at a glance.
The elevation streams
fight for life between the salmon and
of
any
particular
point
in
the
entire
w
’hen
the
ice
is out of the pond, lake Karl Andersen, who for the past two
The
price
of
salmon
hangs
around
M APS OF M A IN E
that figure for some little time area can be easily determined. This or river fished in, except that open years has opened the season with
RESORTS A N D ROADS after the opening of the season, as relief of the country is graphically time begins today, for salmon fish the first fish and now makes three
a general rule.
Later on, as the shown by means of brown contour
first catches, in succession.
ing in the Penobscot river.
The
fish begin to be taken in the down lines, each one of which represents
The fish fought for a solid hour
M ain« W ood « has frequent tnqurlea
a certain elevation above the sea— salmon pool below the dam at Ban and it required all of Mr. Andersen’s
for m«5» o f «he fishing regions o f «he river weirs, it drops to $1 a pound
state, «to. W e can furnish the follows** and from that down the scale until that is, the traveler following
the gor was clear of ioe and fishin be great skill with the rod to save this
Maine m a s«:
Rangei-ey and Megon/tio districts . . Me it reaches 25 and 35 cents a pound course shown by one of these con gan earlv in the morning.
mighty fish which was already tag
Ibangeley and MegonUo district*,
by tho time summer has well ad tour lines will go neither up hill nor
ged with Oscar Fickett’s mark and
very large ........................... Me
Mooeehead and Arooetook dis
vanced.
down hill, but on a level.
The ele
only waiting to ’ e weighed.
The
tricts ....................
60c
D A LLAS W ILD C A T SIGNS.
There are three run of salmon at vation indicated by every fifth line
Ftranklfn County ..........
63c
fish weighed 15 pounds, while that
Som erset County ........................................ SCe the Bangor pool during the season
is shown by figures on the map and
of a year ago registered ten pounds
O xford County ............................................ i k
Piscataquis County ................................... 60« but the fishing is generally the best it is Interesting to determine
the Heavy Crust Allows Deer to Go and his first high ne prize, was a
A roostook County ................................... 60c
Soane- height of different points
Where The> Will.
16 pounder, just a pound
heavier
by simpW ash in gton County ............................... 60c soon after the law is off.
Outline ma<p of M aine, 30x36 in. . . ( 1.00 times several fish are taken in one jy counting the oontours up or down
than the one he and his son cap
Geological map of M aine ................... 36c
KL EL map of Maine ....................... 86c day and
then a week will go by f, ©m on© of the marked lines. It is
tured on Monday morning.
There
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Androscoggin County ........................... 16c
were three boats on the pool, but
Cumberland County ............................... 36c without a solitary one being killed.; eaSy t0 understand how such a map
Dallas, March 31.
Hancock County .................................... 60c There are fishermen who have vis i j3 0f prime value to the engineer
Mr. Andersen and his son were the
Kennebec County ................................... 36c
There are a fewr wild cat signs
K nox CoufEty ............................
36c ltd Ui« Bangor pool for years with wjL0 raay t,e laying out a railroad or
only lucky fishermen.
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties . . 36c
having landed one.
On trolley route, a highway, a drainage seen, for when they kill a rabbit they
There were reports that a second
Penobscot County
................................ 60c out ever
W ald o County ........................................ 86c the other
hand there Is the case of or frrigaUc(n 8yatem_ , QIaot,
any leave enough to show that they have fish had been landed at the pool,
Y ork County ......................
86<
one well known Bangor man who p,eC9 0[
work.
The been
there.
I have not seen a which is the earliest fishing water
J. W B R A C K E T T C O ., killed two the first and only day he water teaturea ot th0 quadraagIe_ wild cat yet but expect to most any in eastern Maine, but this report
could not be verified.
ever cast a fly there.
streams, lakes, e tc .-a r e shown in time.
Although many men fish from the Wue> ^
ffie aame 0Iactness
0(
Phillips,
Maine.
There has been a heavy crust, so JOHN
Brewer banks, the best fishing is
...
. . . . . .
_
H. BARLOW
DIES IN
,
.
,
,
.
J outline as the land features.
In adbad in a boat and any number of | ....
. ..
.
. •
the deer can go where they please
VENICE.
.
.
,
.
. 1dition to the topography, the map
; competent boatmen may be engaged
, ., ,
„ ,
v
.
7.
.
,
, J shows, in black, all the works of and the woods are full of them. With
For Many Years Was Head of Ideal
by; the day or hour.
The angler;
,
, . ,
„ ,
. . man--roads, principal bridges, towns, the crust the wild cats don’t have
Mfg. Co, New Haven,. Conn.
is seated in a comfortable arm chair
,
any
chance
at
the
deer.
, ., ! houses, etc.
h n jti-e stern while the man at the
The past winter it was hard for
Sportsmen far and wide mourn the
oars takes him up into the quick
---------------------------—
them to yard when there were not death of John H. Barlow of New
water near the foot of the dam wher
many of them.
Then the wild cats Haven, Conn., who for 26 years was
the fish lurk.
When a salmon has
got a chance at them and killed sev owner and
manager of the Ideal
once been hooked it requires skill- i
eral.
The deer were so plentiful Mfg. Co. of New Haven, makers of
! ful manoeuvering to land him safely
that the cats only ate one meal out the Ideal cartridge reloading imple
and in this the boatman plays an
•''MOKE Ol T, In cold weather trappers
of the steaks and left the rest for ments, to which business the Mar
smoke out more mink, "coon” , skunk, etc., in
|important part.
It is seldom that a
one day than they can take in traps in a
the bears this spring.
lin Firearms Company succeeded two
month—faesibe they get prime furs worth the
good-sized
one is brought
to the
most money.
They must be w’orking together, years ago.
gaff within half an hour after he has
Boston, Mass., March 31.
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tells
the bear and the wild cats, for the
how. Giving the first time in print the trea
Mr. Barlow was apparently in the
taken the fly and there are many
Spring time has come and the birds wild cats work while the bears sleep.
sured secrets of the wisest old trapper in
this country, it’ s worth dollars to you,
(instances where over two hours have| and flowers are welcome.
Here Why are wild cats so thick in Dal best of health right up to the time
of his death and has been enjoying
TRAPPER’S SUPPLY CO
j been consumed in killing him.
And
There is only one very much a good rest after years of
the Bostonians remind us that soon las Plantation?
BOX W .. OAK P ARK, ILL,
! usually, every minute of the time is
the ice will be going out of tbe Main reason and that is that there is close application to his work.
a fight.
more game there of the kind they
Th death of Mr. Barlow occurred
Salmon tackle is much the same lakes, and the greetings will be ex
feed on.
in Venice, Italy, March 15, where
! as that used in trout fishing, al changed by the old time fishermen,
The woods are alive with rabbits he had been visiting.
though rod, line and reel and leaders whose
hearty hand shake will be and any one can shoot more than he
With his daughter, Miss Alpa Barare all heavier.
The salmon flies given as they meet again.
can carry in a day in this section. low, he had been abroad since last
differ from trout flies, too, and near
Today it is my pleasure, to be the This locality is not all wild cats, how April, spending his ¡time in Sicily
ly
every angler has his favorite.
guest
of my old friends, Mr. and ever, for there are foxes, deer, bear, and Italy and he was just prepar
Different ones are used according to
partridges, etc., etc.
ing fto leave for an extended trip
the season of the year, the pitch and Mrs. John S. Doane who for many
through northern Europe and Eng
clearness of the water and the years
have
spent
weeks
land his birthplace,
when he was
weather.
Thre is enough lore on th each summer in camp at Upper Dam,
T H E SONG OF T H E HOBO.
stricken with heart paralysis.
Mr.
subject to fill a book and nearly as
and to make the circle more com
Barlow
had always had ambitions
many different opinions are expressed
I am agent for the best Engine for
By Walter C. Mahan.
to return to his native place in Eng
plete Mrs. Annie E. French of Brook
Motor boats. Get my price and let me
as there are flies.
We laugh as we sit in the shade of land and had intended to start for
show you some o f my engins and opera
Salmon are too large to be netted line, dined with us.
our tree
ions.
It was to me, as it will be to hun- At the hurrying, worrying city-folk England the week he was stricken.
as is the ordinary trout or
laker
I take orders for the construction o f
Mr. Barlow was born in Duckenall kinds of Motor boats and have elegan
after it has been played and brought ; dreds of readers of the Maine Woods,
crowd,
field,
England, near
Manchester,
new boats on Rangeley Lake to let. either
up along-side the boat.
Instead of a most surprising when Mr. Doane said,
We wonder if they too would be April 26, 1846, and came to this coun
with or without engineers.
net a gaff is used.
The fisherman
Happy and careless even as we
E. L. HALEY,
try when two years old.
He en
“ How we shall all miss our old
goes
ashore and plays him from
Who roam through the forest and re. listed in the army during the Civil
Rangeley,
Maine.
friend,
Mr.
Freeland
Howe,
this
sum
there.
It requires skill to gaff a
by the rill
W'ar and saw service at Richmond,
fish without losing him and the steel mer, you know of his recent death?”
Who wander and rest where we completing his term of
enlistment
hook is sent under the backbone with
But I had received no word from
will.
in Arizona, among the Indians.
He
a sudden sweep, proficiency in which Main© of the illness and death of
was
honorably
discharged
with
the
We watch the sparks as the sky
only comes after long practice.
The
this dear old gentleman,
who for
rank of first sergeant.
ward speed
slightest divergence often means the
Mr. Barlow was a natural bom me
half
a
century
lias
been
coming
to
From our roaring, soaring fire in
loss of the salmon after many weary
chanic of an inventive turn of mind.
the
lakes,
and
was,
I
think,
the
old
the
wood.
minutes have been spent in tiring hi
Of fear of the present there is no He worked in the early seventies at
est angler of the happy circle who
out.
Parker’s shop in Meriden.
After
need,
Only very small proportions of the gathered around .the open fire in the
To thoughts of the future we pay wards he was employed for ten or
Penobscot
river salmon are killed
j office at Upper Dam, last Septem
twelve years as contractor at Win
no heed.
with a fly at the Bangor pool.
Most
ber.
i
chester’s.
We
whom
the
day
promises
wander
of them come from the weirs beMr. Howe,
whose home was in
In 1884 he severed his connection
ing» new,
tween here and Bucksport.
They ar|
_
,
..
|Norway, was one of those genial,
with
Winchester’s, and established
A blessing that’s granted to few.
shipped
fresh
to
the
city i
’
_ ,
,
. .
delightful quiet gentlemen who loved
a business of bis own, known as
on
the
Bucksport
train and !
_
_
. .
...
I the lakes and mountains of his na We see from tbe height of our moun the Ideal Manufacturing Co.
The
by boat every day and are shipped
W\ * 1
tive
state,
and was a “ gentle
tain peak
cartridge reloading implements, de
from here all over the country.
angler.”
He will be greatly missed The hustling, bustling city below.
vised and manufactured by him are
As a matter of fact, not enough
at Upper Dam where he spent much
Where the strong and the mighty known throughout the world and had
■•I'hsx
salmon are taken iu the Penobscot
time and caught many a gamy trout
trample the weak;
a wide demand among the sporting
each year now’ to supply the local
He will
and salmon.
With a host of friends
Where one in a thousand dares fraternity.
This business was suc
say you have a
demand and many of tbe salmon sold
1 w’ould unite in extending sympathy
to rpeak,
good dinner if you serve
cessfully carried on by Mr. Barlow
here
and
shipped
out
of
the
city,
a piece of flaky-crusted pie
to the family of the Howes.
And that one they jeer at and sneer until two years agO' when he wished
actually come from the St. John
for dessert.
This afternoon Dr. F. H. Cross
at in scorn,
to relieve himself of the burden of
river.
They
are
less
delicate
and
With William Tell Flour your
man,
who. also lives here at the
They
jeer while his heartstrings carrying it longer.
He sold out to
pastry will be a marvel of deli
rather more oily than the local fish.
“Gladstone,’ ’ spent an hour as the
are torn.
cacy—your muffins, rolls and bread
the Marlin Fire Arms Company and
light, tender and wholesome.
since then has been away from New
CH ARLES O TIS W I T H
FOREST .guest of Mr. and Mrs. Doane, and
It is also au economy—William
if the doctor lands a fish from the We pity ye toilers who can not know Haven the greater part of the time.
AND STREAM .
Tell Flour goes farthest.
why
pool at Upper Dam with each of the
Order today.
(l2)
Ye
are
toiling and soiling
through
Clarence W. Barron, publisher of handsome flies he has tied these win
He Should Remember It.
life’s golden days.
ter
days,
I
should
advise
some
game
Scientists should remember that a
the Boston New« Bureau, has been
Come join with us ’neath the open grasshopper car*—Jump 200 times ita
elected president of the firm of Dow, warden to be on duty.
sky,
own length. This fact should be re
But
I
must
say
good
night
to
my
Jones & Co. and of the Wall Street
membered by the collegian who
Be
deaf
to
Ambition’s
pitiless
cry,
friends
and
soon
I
shall
sharpen
my
Journa1 both of New York City, suc
thinks he Is going to be needed In the
And
list
to
the
cry
that
resounds
An Easter
ceeding Charles Otis, who resigned pencil and take notes.
world because he has broken the
above
all.
greeting
and
a
happy
one
to
the
to assume the active management of
Jumping record.—Chicago Record-Hep*
Hark! Hark! to the Wanderlust’s
the Forest and Stream
Pub ‘shing many Mends and thousands of read
aid.
6 . H. M C K E N ZIE THADING
CO.
call.
ers of Maine Woods.
Company, which he has acquired.

BACKWOODS

Shaw’s Pneumatic

Smoker

FLY ROD’S

NOTE BOOK

William
Tell Flour
P K IL L IP «.

ME.
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MAINE WOODS $
IS S U E D W E E K L Y .

drift at Thompson’s crossing, about [ at the town house, Saturday, at 2
four miles north of Farmington, whidl o’clock.
was so deep that the three engines
Miss Enna Gleason of Mexico is visit
were buried to the top of their smoke ing friends and relatives in town. She
stacks.
On the
train among is attending the Normal.
other passengers, was a woman and
Watch for the date of the food sale
te r infant, chi.ld.
Mr. Beal took the which the Ladies’ Social union is plan
child, Rand Harden, a baggagemaster^ ning to hold soon.
the woman and together they strag
Henry W. True has rented the store
gled t.o Lynn l raig’s, x-ear the b'>x formerly occupied by Druggist Preble,
shop,- where the woman and her child and will use it for a store for the sale
remained that night.
Mr. BeAl and of automobile supplies, etc., and hi8
Mr. Harden spent the night at the tailoring department also.
home of Cony Church in Farmington.
George Thompson has moved his
The next day a searching party blacksmith business to the garage
was sent out from Phillips, via a building on Depot street.
hand car, for the wires were down
County Commissioner Lincoln Worthand the lost train had not been re ley of Strong, was in Phillips on busi
ported.
Strange to relate there was ness Wednesday.
but little snow until
Thompson’s
Harry Goodwin of Farmington was in
crossing and the stalled train -were town last week.
reached.
The storm had swept along Mrs. Ed. Bearce and daughter Doro
in a certain direction, the edges be thy are spending a fpw days at the
ing as uniform as though cut with Bearce lumber camps near Madrid.
Mr. and Mrs. James Jodrey went to
a giant knife.
Mr. Beal thinks that
this storm occurred about 15 or 16 Auburn, Saturday.
Some unusually white maple candy
years ago, but if any person has a
record of the event Maine Woods will; ^as ^een on sa^e
town the past week,
appreciate the exact date.
I
^
a raos*' delicious flavor.

THE MAN ON THE JOB

J. W . Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
ROY ATKINSON,
Editor and Assistant Manager

In the collection of animals mount year and he finds that it will
be
ed by G. W. Pickle of Rangeley are necessary to enlarge his capacity this
the six oolves born at one time in summer.
The camps are so near
Weld, tbe property of William Parlin Farmington, within easy drive, that a
OUTING EDITION.
• pas»*. ................................. $1.00 per year of that place.
Mr. Parlin has haC trip from Boston to' the Maine wood
them mounted with the intention of is quickly accomplished,
LOCAL EDITION.
!• and 18 page« ................... $1.50 per year exhibiting
them at fairs later on.
There
is
also
a great moose head in
Ounflitinm, Mexican, Cufcxun and Pana
Apropos of what is called
the
m a autoecrlptloDis, 60 cents extra. F » r- the shop, which has been mounted
“ musical ear” reminds me that my
subscriptions, 76 cents extra.
for H. P. Smith of 149 Strathmore friend Frank Dyer o f Strong, has it
Road, Brookline.
This head has a to a remarkable degree.
Mr. Dyer,
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
J909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under 54 inch spread of antlers, with 13 % who is a member of that little sym
the A ct o f March 3. 1879,
inch blades.
The moose was shot phony orchestra known as “ Dyer’s,”
in New Brunswick, but will adorn was called on the telephone by a
T h e M ain e W o o d « th o r o u g h ly c o v e r s the Smith cottage on the shore of the
friend he had not talked with for a
th e sntlr© sta te o f M a in e a s t o H u n t 
All told Mr. Pickle number of years.
in g
i'Hafhing. T ra p p in g , C am p in g
and Rangeley lake.
But his ear was
O u tin g nerww a n d th e
w h o le
F ra n k lin
has about 150 heads yet to mount, so highly trained that he recognized
c o u n ty locally.,
Maine W o o d s solicits communications some 0 f t h e m b e i n g c a r i b o u ,
his friend’s voice at once, calling him
and fis h and game photographs fr o m Its
readers.
by name instantly.
Wlhen o r d e r in g the
a d d re ss o f y o u r
“ We wish to call your attention to
p a p e r c h a n g e d , p le a se g iv e th e o ld as
W ell a s n e w ad d ress.
the fact that checks written or en
Little Miss Vivienne Wing, daugh
dorsed with lead pencil will not be ter of Mr. and Mrs. Artemus Wing,
The Editions
of
the Maine W ood«
PH ILLIP S REPUBLICAN CAUCUS,.
accepted.
Use only pen and ink,” proved Sunday night that she is an
The travelling freight solicitor for
this week are 6,500 coplee.
says a little card that has been cir unusually accomplished young vocal a big western road inquired the other
Delegatee Elected are not Instructed,
culated about town by the Rangeley ist.
“ How many toothpicks
are
Miss Wing had a solo and she day:
Thursday, April 4, 1912.
Meeting Largely Attended. Farm
Trust Company.
Even though the sang it in a manner that would have there in a car load?”
Here is the
ington Caucus.
lead pencil
signature is perfectly called forth loud applause had it been answer, figured by an expert. “ There
Colonel Boothby says that around legal it is evident 'that the officials
narrow
gauge
given in a hall instead of a church. are 30,000,000 in a
Delegates to the state and district
$25,000,000 a year is left in Maine of this hustling financial institution Speaking about applause I heard a car or 60,000,000 in a car of standard
are not over anxious to help out the man remark Sunday night that he did gauge.”
Anyway, if you doubt the conventions were elected Saturday afby summer visitors.
That is a large lead pencil trust.
not think it would be unseemly for statement all yqu have got to do is ternoon at the old town house by the
stun.
Twenty years at that rate
Republicans of Phillips in caucus as
the auditors in church to show by a to count up a carload!
Party lines, especially where they
sembled.
would make more than the entire run through farming communities, little hand clapping that they appre
There were a few April fool jokes ! There was a large and enthusiastic
ciated the good singing of the Choral
valuation of Maine.
It would be are
great purveyors of news, and
Club.
What do you think about the reported, but as a whole the first attendance. O. H. Hersey was chairinteresting to know who gets any it is rather the practice to take down I idea?
day of the month was rather unevent °^an
the meeting and J. Blaine Mora receiver in order to learn what is
________
ful.
One
small
boy
did
a
good
busir‘son’
secretary.
.
__
,
large chunks of this sum, and whether going on in the neighborhood.
As ( A. B. Dolbier of Farmington tells ness for a time digging up pennies
delegates elected for the State
a little encouragement would not in few state secrets are told over the me that he has recently purchased on the
sidewalk other boys had convention were Hon. N. P. Noble, B.
A nailed down.
duce them to build some roads with ’phone, this practice is not consid- a very large amount of fur.
|F. Beal, J. B. Morrison, D. R. Ross.
obnoxious,
and very
fe w ; single lot included some hundreds of
________
! To the district convention: Hon. H. B.
a little of it.—Ossipee Valley Herald. ered
Austin, S. G. Haley, D. F. Field, Fred
We
are happy to say that the object, as long as the talk is not in- skins of various kinds,
Herbert Landers of Stratton, who is Morton. Town committee: B. F. Beal,
terfered with.
In some conditions ef
citizens here decided to spend a the weather, taking down of several
Strangers in Phillips,
Farmington making an active canvas for his can- Hon. H. B. Austin, D. D. Ross, J. B.
a little for road improvements.—The ’phones interrupts the conversation and Strong sometimes ask: “ Why do didacy for county commissioner, is Morrison, D. F. Field.
Old York Transcript.
or prevents a call being readily heard all the girls wear red sweaters?” You one of North Franklin’s most active
The delegates were not instructed.
The Phillips Board of Trade has but there is another item which may may have noticed the same thing, business men. This year Mr. Landers
FARMINGTON CAUCUS.
One young lady explained the situa- has been espcially active in his lumendorsed the good roads movement not have occurred to ’phone users,
At
Saturday’s
Republican caucus in
tion
in
this
manner:
“
The
red
ber
operations,
and that is the fact that your par
and the proposed large expenditure
Farmington the following delegates
sweaters
look
good
in
tbis
snow
coun4
-----------ticular battery is never working ex
of money by the state for this pur cept when your receiver is down. It try and besides they are comfy.’’
Amos
Ellis
of Bald Mountain were chosen for the State convention:
pose.
There
you
have
the
explanation
for
Camps has a large dog that is called J. R. Kittredge, Howard Gould, E. L.
is this use which exhausts the battery
Libby, Elmer Wright, W. M. Fellows,
and possibly not so many ’ phones the little fad, Mr. Stranger.
Bruno.
Now the particular matter
Wilfred McLeary, D. G. Coolidge.
of interest about this dog is h is !
would drop except when personally i
-----------The delegates to the Second District
DON’T FORGET.
It is a deep bass and has so
called
if it were generally known
It has been said that the present voice.
convention were then elected as follows
that every rubber
takes
just so spring is somewhat “ backward,” but much volume that it might put the
David H. Knowlton, R. L. Seekins, O:
Whenever you write to one of our much out of the life of your particu- in view of other springs, and one celebrated Spanish basso profumdo, P. Whittier, L. Craig, George W.
y
lar ’phone battery.
j in particular, Fred N. Beal of the Mardones, to the blush should- he
Wheeler, C. C. Holman, L. H. Marr.
advertisers, don t forget to mention .
-----------Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R. chance to hear it.
Town committee: C. C. Holman, ArMain© Woods.
It Is important to
My
friend
Wilfred
McLeary is inclined to think otherwise.
For
-----------,
m
, lir
of
Farmington,
tells
me
that
it
was
the
night
of
April
2
some
14
Did
you
ever
notice
that
Harry
^
,
„„ ’
^_____„
you to do so; important to us and
Butler, W. A. Titcomb, Clyde Croswell,
the advertiser naturally wants to he is planning the coming season to or 15 years ago that the great New Austin almost invariably smokes a N. R. Knowlton.
entertain a larger number of guests York blizzard buried parts of Maine pipe in preference to a cigar? Such
know where you found his name.
On that is the case, for Mr. A. finds that my
than usual at hie camps at Clear in great heaps of snow.
Tell him, and thus do a good turn water.
Mr. McLeary had a number night the Sandy River train, driven lady nicotine - is best wooed in that
for all concerned.
thrbe engines, struck a great form.
And the pipe used is a briar*
of highly satisfied summer people last; by
for, says Mr. Austin, “ when one gets j
_________________i_____________
accustomed to a briar other kinds,
such as the calabash and meerit- —7.Ù SP/
P schaum do not taste as they should.” j
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Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Hammond of
^ Hampden, have been spending their
vacation in town with the latter’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Beede,
!
^
Mr. M. W. Bean, who has been ill
P for several weeks is very much im|f! proved and is able to walk out on
“ THEY SPIN SO EASY”
; the piazza.
SPIN LIKE A TOP
i|
Miss Lillian Toothaker of Phillips
Made in four finishes and three styles. For
|| visited her friend, Miss Mildred Kinney
bass, rock bass, trout, pike, pickerel, musk^ part of last week.
allunge, salmon, or any game fish. We also
handle a high-giade line o f Roda, Reels,
^
Mrs. Hannah Robinson who has been
Lines, etc,
keeping house for W. C. Beal for sevSEND FOR CA T A L O G U E
|| eral years, has moved to Phillips to live
|| with her niece, Mrs. Ed. Tyler.
The John J. Hildebrandt Co.
|| Miss Hattie Smith of Phillips is visit-'
D ep t. 28.
L O G A N S P O R T , IN D .
fejj ing her sister, Mrs. S. H. Beal.
Miss Opal Webber of Madrid visited
*
P at L. B. Kinney’ s a few days last week.
¡1! L. B. Kinney is working in No. 6.
John Dill of Phillips visited at George
Wilbur’s over Sunday.
H. W. Worthley intends to keep his
corn piece clear of crows this year, as
he has shot five so far this spring.
Frank Winslow of Madrid visited at
John Dunham’s last week.
Orlando Marden and sons are doing
quite a maple syrup business. S. H.
I Beal also has quite a number of trees
M ain e W o o d s
tapped.
Master Kenneth Kinney visited at
Sportsmen's Guide Book
Bonney Webber’s in Madrid last week.
I
llth Annual Edition
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Worthley visited
Published by the
her father, W. C. Beal, Sunday.
Fred Raymond still remains very ill,
although somewhat improved; a trained BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
nurse is in attendance. His two broth
Mailed anywhere for 15 rents in stamps.
ers, Samuel and Isaac of Rangeley
i
1
Address Geo. M. Houghton,
were out to see him the last of the
Passenger Traffic Manager.
week.
Bangor, Maine.
N The Avon town caucus is to be held

i!
M
!
!
*
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CLASSIFIED

ing her vacation at home.
Mrs. William Tomlinson was op
erated on at the C. M. G. hospital
last week for gall stones, and is get
ting along nicely.
The subject at the morning ser
Miss White Remembered by Many
FOR SALE.
vice
Sunday was “Fooled,” and at
WANTED—First class man on dow
Friends. Other Farmington
Funeral of Mrs, Arthur Nelson and the evening service there were stereel machine, steady job to man who
Items.
FOR SALE—Five tons of hay. Joel
opticon pictures of the Life of Christ.
can grind and set his own knives and
other Rangeley News.
Wilbur, Phillips, Maine.
Miss
Prudence Richardson sang a
turn
out
a
day’s
work.
Address;
Farmington, A{ ril 3—Miss Isabel
FOR SA LE --38 caliber Winchester
solo and Mr. L. A. White and Mrs.
state
wages
expected.
Atlantic
Handl
Gould
White,
known
in
dramatic
circles
repeating rifle, as good
as new.
Olin Rowe a duet.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Malden, Mass.
as “ Isabel Gould,” who is soon to be
Inquire of R. H. Preble, Phillips, Me. Co.
Mrs. Rolla Toothaker and
Miss
married, was given a variety shower
Rangeley, April 3.
Susie
Wilbur
went
to
Canton
Mon
FOR SALE—Five or six new milch FOR SALE—Exceptional bargain— Monday night by Miss Lucille Stevens
The Grange held a short session
and springers.
Russell King, East Swiss rifle, Winchester rifle, single The company of about 20 young people Saturday night and then the hall was day to visit Miss Wilbur’s sister.
Madrid, Me.
rifle,
single barreled shotgun,
re arrived early, and when Miss White ap given up to friends of Miss Marcia They will go from there to Brockton
volver, sword, ice skates, fishing peared on the scene she was showered Mitchell, who gave her a birthday for a two weeks’ visit among friends.
We are sorry to learn that the case
FOR SALE—at Lake Onawa Camps itackle box, reel, book; all for $20.00. on all sides with the gifts they had party.
The dining hall had been
of
Mrs. George Ross is quite serious.
and cottages, prices $1500 to $10, 000. I need the money.
brought.
The
evening
was
very
pleas
Write, August,
decorated and the tables looked very
Sam and Zephyr Raymond were in
¡Camp lots, $200 per acre. Onawa is 307 W. 153 St., New York City.
antly spent with conversation, refresh pretty.
Before the guest of honor
Phillips last week to see their brothe
ments and other entertainment.
called the Switzerland of America.
was placed a beautiful birthday cake
Fred, who is very sick.
Arbo C. Norton will leave for Boston with lighted candles.
Address E. F. Drew, Onawa, Me.
The refresh
FO.R SALE— 14 foot canvas folding
Henry Kimball has
been quite
Sunday afternoon, where he will pur
ments consisted
of assorted cake
boat; trade for old coins, Indian
sick with acute indigestion.
chase new spring goods.
FOR SALE—Two good fox hounds,
coffee, cocoa, popcorn and apples dll
relics.
Chas E. Randall, Cedar June
Miss Florence Tilton, a teacher in
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Badger have
three years old.
One coon hound, tion, Kansas, Box 39.
of which were very nice.
Miss Mit
Rumford, is passing her Easter vaca
been visiting in Phillips.
one pup seven months old.
Will
chell was presented with a nice gold
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
J-onas Lindsey and son Edgar, also
sell cheap.
Vel Bailey, St. Francisbracelet.
LOST— On 'the Strong road, box con A. Tilton.
Miss B. A. Ashley of Dover, were
rville, Mo.
Mrs.
Guy
Brooks
and
two
children,
taining I. O. O. F. encampment hat,
A number of young people have enin town last week
to attend the
Finder please notify thi^ rolled their names at the town clerk’s Merle and Blandine, visited friends funeral of Mrs. Arthur Nelson.
FO
SALE—Place for summer or also music.
,
office of late in the “ matrimonial regis in Phillips several days recently.
year round home, high elevation, office.
Mrs. George McGraves of Bruns
Mrs. Harold McCard will work in
ter” .
near
ponds, village and station,
wick, was in town last week.
She
Miss Gladys Brown of Wellesley arid the postoffice through April, while
modern house, fruit and berries. For
returned home Saturday accompanied
the
assistant,
Miss
Susie
Wilber,
Miss Vodisa Greenwood of Smith, are
REED'S MILL
particulars address Lakeview Cottage
\by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
passing their Easter vacations at home. takes a vacation.
Route 1, Oxford Me.
M. Etety.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Adams
were
April 1.
F. Burnham McLeary o f Colby, one
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Taylor are visit
Leonard Kinney who is working in of the instructors, has been at home for in Phillips last week to attend the
ing
relatives in Phillips.
FOR SALE—Two shore lots 300 x
funeral of Mrs. John Adams.
They
No. 6, passed Sunday with his mother, a brief vacation.
Whiting L. Butler and son Glenn
300 feet each, on north shore ol
Mrs. Jemima Kinney.
Miss Bertha M. Rice of Boston, who visited Mrs. Adams’ parents, Mr. and
Rangeley Lake next west of Mingc
of Farmington, were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. George Thompson and has been passing a few weeks among Mrs. William Walker, before return
Springs Hotel. High land with beauti
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Patterson last
son Glenton, were guests of Mr. and friends in town, has returned to the ing.
ful groves of well grown trees. E. E
week.
The Ladies’ Aid will he entertained
Mrs. Linwood Stinchfield recently.
city.
Patridge, Mingo Hill, Rangeley. Me.
■Russell’s new hall was used for
Misses Marion and Hazel Sargent reFriends in Farmington are congratu- this week by Mrs. Aaron Soule.
the
first time Monday night, when
turn to their school Monday.
lating Otis Foss, for he has secured a
N. H. Ellis lost a cowone day
the K. P.’s held their regular meet
FOR SALE— 90 acres land with set
Mrs. Mabel Kinney and children, position with the New Falmouth in last week.
80 members were presnt
of buildings situated in Phillips Kenneth and Rowena, were guests of Portland. For a number of years he
The following pupils in the Gram ing there.
Will sell buildings and what land Mrs. Jemima Kinney last week.
was a clerk at the Hotel Atwood in mar school were not absent during and three ranks were given. A fine
anyone wants. 30 acres timberland;
Miss Opal Webber was the guest of Lewiston, where he was a very popular the winter term of 12 weeks: Stanley banquet was served.
Mrs. Emma McCard went to Boston
fine view;
excellent water; good her cousin, Mildred Kinney on the Mile employee.
Albee, Constantine Hamden, Karl
•rchard; situated between two rivers Square a few days.
Oakes, Rose Nelson, Maxlelaine H am -1^_edn“ d“ J
f
which come together in this place; • Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kinney were
Mrs. Typhena Neal and son Maxwell,
EASTER PROGRAM.
den, Doll Toothaker, Thelma Porter,
excellent summer home. Apply to guests of M. A. Hood recently.
are in Boston this week.
-----------Zelma Robertson, Velma Tomlinson,
George G. Batchelder, Phillips, Me.
It is very sickly around
town.
Miss Arline Dunham gave a “ sliding
Following is the program for Sunday Fenn Toothaker.
Absent one-half
Many are confined to the house with
party” to 19 of her friends Saturday evening at the Union church:
day, Willard Hewey, Vance Oakes,
FOR SALE—The unusually 6taunch
Miss Bates In the Intermediate room those not bad colds.
evening. The early part of the even Piano Prelude,
and ab’e steam yacht, ‘ Wa-W a” of
Edgar M. Berry of Lewiston, was
Gounod
ing games were played. Homemade “ Hail Mighty Victor!”
absent were Leo Collins,
Dwight
about 22 H P.
The J. S. Gcvornin town the first of the week.
Choral Club.
candy was passed and a very good time
Lamb, Kenneth Lamb, Ralph Philment inspection of 1911 showed her
Mrs. Berne Ellis is visiting
her
“ Why Seek Ye The Living?” Brander
enjoytd.
brick, Merle Brooks, Adon
Hoar,
to be in first class condition
May
sister in Dryden.
Mr. Keyes.
Hazen Stewart, Ethel Lindsey. Absen
be inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up
“ Hallelujah! Christ Is Risen,” Lerman
one-half day, Conrad Lamb, Therper Dam, Maine.
Price VJl *be
Choral Club.
DISTRICT NO« Z
on Porter, Richard Wilbur, Eldora
reasonable to a quick purchas« r. Ap -1
“ The Plains of Peace,”
Barnard
T O REMOVE RICHARDSON.
Thibodeau.
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke
-----------Miss Barker.
Farm. Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer i
Mr. and Mrs. Will Douglass of
Annie Carlton returred from Range- “ He Did Not Die In*Vain,”
Tullar
Madrid,
were the guests at LakeD. Poor, at camp.
A resolve was introduced today,
lty last Thursday.
;
Miss Hunter, Mr. Hammons.
Mr. and Mrs. James Jodrey went to 1“ All Hail to the Prince of Life,”
view Farm one day last week.
Thursday,
in the special session of
IF you are troubled with a cough,
Wilton, Saturday, returning Monday.
Meredith
an(i
Mrs- Carroll Gile have
the
legislature
to
remove
asthma, bronchitis, hoarseness, or
R. G. Whitney of Farmington was
Choral Club.
1been visiting relatives in Phillips.
throat and lung trouble.
I
w ill,
,
,
. , Willie Kempton is home from Bates County Attorney Asa A. Richardson
send you a simple receipt, Nature-3 i rte «uest ol relatives m Madrid mm j “ The Holy City,’ (with W
l
^
^
^
TioaUon.
of York, who brought the bribery
remedy, that will relieve and in most | ¿ P
^ ^
^
Mr. Noble.
j Mr. and Mrs. Abel Hlnkley
of Phil-against Sheriff Charles
! charges
D.
Instances cure the above mentioned
Helen McLaughlin, were in Farming- Address, “ Pilgrim's Progress,” (with jlips, were in town the first of the j Fliaery of
COUin;ty.
This
is
the
complaints.
Ingredients cheaply an
Send~ 25 cents to ton last Thursday.
sTereopticon) Rev. M. S. Hutchins week
most sensational move in the case
easily obtained.
Miss Bessie Harnden is spending
S F Drew I F 55 Onawa Me
Miss Abbie M. Calden is the guest of
.Ad club members are requested to
thus far.
’ J' J' J<>’
Mrs. R. G. Whitney in Farmington this meet for rehearsal at 6.30 Sunday even- the week in Portland.

WANTED—In car lots red, yellow an
white birch and poplar in % hoards,
% squares or % dowels, first or sec
Ono cent a word In advance. No head onds.
Atlantic Handle Co., Malden,
line or other display. Subjects In a. b.
Mass.
5
e. order.

YOUNG ACTRESS
MARCIA MITCHELL
GIVEN SHOWER.
GIVES PARTY

J

Mrs. Arthur Nelson passed away
week.
ing.
--------------- Tuesday morning, March 26, having
Norman Calden who has been con
fined to his home by illness for a week,
having been, ill with consumption for
BIRTHS.
WANTED A middle aged American we are g ] a(] 4o rep0rt as gaining slowly,
and
I
a long Hme. v She was around the
Farmington, Feb. 24, to Mr.
'woman wants work in a small family.
w F Brackett who has been sufferj house until a short time before her :
Mrs.
Alton
Corson,
a
son.
¡Box 46, Phillips, Maine.
^ ing with a sprained ankle for the past, Farminigton> Mar. i 4j to Mr. and! death. The funeral services were held
Must b week, is more comfortable at this writ- |Mrg c H Shaw> a son>
[WANTED—Table girl,
j at the house Friday afternoon, Rev. i
strictly neat and clean.
L. A, White officiating.
Floral of Apply to ing^ Her sister, Mrs. Jane McKenney
Farmington, Feb. 22, to Mr. and
Stoddard House, Farmington, Maine. I[a caring for him
ferings
were
contributed
by
the folMrs. Walter M. Deane, a daughter.
lowing friends;
Pillow, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Retta McKenney and children
WANTED—A woman at once to care
West Farmington, Feb. 13, to Mr.
for a sick one.
Apply to J. T. Ad returned home from Wilton, Saturday and Mrs. George L. Morrill, a daugh William Tomlinson, Mr. and Mrs. J. j
B. Tomlinson, Mr. and Mrs. Ives Interesting Experience o f Two
ams, Phillips, Me.
R. F. D. No 2. night.
ter.
Mrs. Lydia Smith has been the guest
Hinkley,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bar
Strong, Mar. 27, to Rev. and Mrs.
Women—Their Statements
[WANTED—By an American man and of Mrs. George Haley tha.past week.
]W. P. Holman, a daughter, (Muriel rett, Mrs. Lyman Huntoon, Mildred
■wife, no children, the care of a camp
Mr. and Sirs. Fred Toothaker visited
Worth Reading.
Huntoon, Mrs. Elizabeth Doak, Os
or country estate by the year near the latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bion Joy.)
man
Cookson;
anchor,
Mrs.
Tom
Bar
Farmington, Mar. 7, to Mr. and
river or lake.
Best of references. Wing a few days last week. They left
Asheville, N. C. —“ I suffered for years
Ansel
Mrs. Martin Storer, a son.
(Martin rett!, Frank Barrett, Mrs.
with female trouble while going through
Address W. S. Varney, 217 Dewey St for Rangeley, Saturday, where they
Soule,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eben
Rowe,
Mr.
the Change of Life. I tried a local phy
have employment with Clark & Tooth Raymond.)
Worcester, Mass.
and Mrs. Olin Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. sician for a couple of years without any
aker
for
the
summer,
at
Pleasant
Is
WANTED— a dog that will tree part
C. C. Murphy; pinks, Arthur Nel substantial benefit. Finally after re
MARRIAGES.
ridges. Must be first class. Address land. Master Maurice will spend the
Farmington, Mar. 26, by Rev. H. son; roses and pinks, Mr. and Mrs. peated suggestions to try Lydia E. Pinkwith particulars and price.
C. W. summer with his grandparents, Mr. E. Latham, Carroll E. Whitney of H. L. Nelson; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. ham’s Vegetable Compound, I quit my
and Mrs. A. J. Toothaker.
Whitney, Troy, N. H.
H. F. Libby; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. physician and commenced using it with
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hewey and Farmington and Miss Ina A. Harris
the happiest results. I am today prac
William Nelson, Rose Nelson.
of
Salem.
children spent Saturday and Sunday
tically a well woman and anxious to con
WANTED—A young man, single perFrank
Sprague
of
Farmington
is
Farmington, Mar. 30, by Rev. H.
tribute my mite towards inducing others
with Mr. and Mrs. George Hewey.
ferred, as partner.
Take half inter
E.
Latham, Alfred Eugene Parker visiting friends in tdwn.
to try your great medicine, as I am fully
est in a store in the Maine woods.
Mrs. Etta Dill is away tills week persuaded that it will cure the ailrrients
and Mrs. Tlieo A. J. Knowlton, both
CARD OF T H A N K S .
Store supplies, fancy groceries, sup
after
her spring line of millinery. from which I suffered if given a fair
of Farmington.
plies for cottagers and campers, furit
We wish to express our thanks to
Oakland, Mar. 29, by Rev. A. L. Mrs. George Snowman has charge of chance.
“ If you think this letter will contrib
and confectionery, Indian novelties, the neighbors and friends for their Gerrish, Benjamin
W. Mitchell of her store during her absence.
ute anything towards further introducing
mounted heads and souvenirs. PostEd.
Grose
of
Stratton
was
in
town
kindness and sympathy during our j Farmington, and Miss Maude
V.
your medicines to afflicted women who
office and public telephone; only
last week.
are passing through this trying period,
recent sorrow, also for the beautiful; Moore of Oakland,
store in the place.
Man must he
Miss Edna Ellis of Sandy River it is with great pleasure I consent to its
flowers.
strictly temperate and be able to
.Plantation is the guest of Mrs. Thede publication.” — Mrs. J u l i a A. Moore,
DEATHS.
Arthur P. Nelson.
invest not less than $2,000.
Ad
17 East St., Asheville, N. C.
East Livermore, Mar. 22, Leonard j Haley
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Nelson.
dress D. F. E., Maine Woods office,
Scott
and
Faye
Ellis
gave
The Case o f Mrs. Kirlin.
H.
Holmes,
aged
61
years.
Jonas Lindsey.
for further information.
flinch party
at
their home
Circleville, Ohio.— “ I can truthfully
Farmington, March
27, Josiah a
Miss B. A. Ashley.
one evening last week,
the fol* say that I never had anything do me so
Brooks, aged 57 years, 18 days.
ATTENTION—Snowshoe makers and
much good during Change of Life as Ly
New Vineyard, Mar. 26, Silas Per- lowing guests being present: Ida Pep
Wearers, learn about an improvement
W h y He W a s L ate.
dia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
per,
Geòrgie
Soule,
Phyllis,
Zelma
ham, aged 52 years, 5 mas., 4 days.
“ Before I had taken one half a bottle
which doubles the effectiveness and
“ W h a t m a d e y o u s o la t e ? ”
Farmington, Mar. 2, Samuel
D. and Hildred Robertson, Susie Titr of it I began to feel better, and I have
durability of
shoe.
Write for
“ I m et S m it h s o n .”
Stewart, aged 80 years, 6 mos., 28 ' betta, Madelaine Hamden, Marjorie continued taking it. My health is better
[booklet.
A. J. Pease, Phillips Me.
“ W e ll, th a t is
no
re a so n
Why you
Vance, Karl Oakes, Percy Ellis. The than it has been for several years. I f
days.
sh o u ld h e a n h o u r la te g e ttin g h om e to
Los Angeles, Cal., Mar. 11, Mrs. ride to' and from the farm was much all women would take it they would es
WANTED—to buy 3000 cords of four su p p e r .”
and a delightful evening cape untold pain and misery at this time
Hopkins-Weston, aged enjoyed
foot white birch slabs and edgings.
“ I k n ow , h u t I a s k e d h im jhjow h e w a s Mary Anne
was spent. Refreshments of cake and of life.” — Mrs. A ligttK irlin, 358 W.
Four foot peeled hemlock slabs and fe e lin g , a n d h e Insisted on tellin g m e nearly 92 years.
Mill St., Circleville, Ohio.
Farmington, April 1,
Ruth V., ice cream were served.
peeled hemlock edgings from off the a b o u t hi® s t o m a c h tro u b le .”
The Change of Life is one of the most
“ D id y o u tell h im t o ta k e C h a m ber
W. G. Ellis of Gardiner, called on
daughter o f W. W. and the late Ada
line
of
the Rangeley Lakes la in ’ s T a b le t s ? ”
critical periods of a woman’s existence.
friends in town one day last week. At such times women may rely upon Lydia
& Sandy River R. R. For particulars
Sure, t h a t is w h a t h e n eed s.” Sold M. Ross-Merrow of Auburn, aged 3
Miss
Florence Barker is spending E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
years.
write W. G. Jeamess, W. Somerville, b y a ll d e a le rs.
Mass.
..! ;v i !' i*
W ANTED.

DANGER PERIOD
OF WOMANS’LIFE
FROM 45 to 50

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE,
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New
MM

lïla
rlin
REPEATING RIFLE

T h e only gun that fills the
demand for a trom
bone ( “ pump” ) ac
tion repeater in
.25-20 and
. 32-20
■Calibres.

Shoot*
high ve
locity smoke
less

APRIL 4, 1912.

BOY THOUGHT BEAR ALL IN READINESS AT
W AS A BIG DOG KING AND BARTLETT

cartridges,

also black and low
p ressu re

sm ok eless.

After Exciting Hunt Bruin Escaped,

Powerful enough for deer,

Writes W. T. Ashby of

safe to use in settled districts, ex
cellent for

target work,

for

foxes,

Parkhurst.

geese, woodchucks, etc.
It« exciusiv- features : the quick, smooth working “ fx/rr.o“ action t
the weai-resisting Special Smokeless Steel b arrel; the modern solid*
in t and side ejector for rapid, accurate firing, increased safety
convenience.
It has take-dow n construction and ¡O O n j B ea d ffOOl
uiiht: these cos* extra on other rifles of these calibre».

ana

Out 1 3 « p o «e catalog describ e» th e fu ll 77?ar/ifA
fine,
(<» thr«,. «tamps p ostage. W rite fo r it,

7 / 7 a r/ / fi / ¿ r e a r m s Co*

FIRE AT TIM POND
Loss Estimated At $2,000-Partial
Insurance On Property.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
parkhurst, April 3.
The bears of northern Maine some
times den in places where during a
big thaw in the winter the water
runs in on them and drives them out.
When tills happens the poor bear is
to be pitied; deprived of his sleep
and driven from his warm den out
into the cold and snow, he becomes
a snarling vagabond and wanderer,
and if he escapee his human enemies,
he is liable to perish of cold and
hunger.

1

About
the middle of March we
had a big thaw here in Aroostook;
warm showers, fog and a south wind
ate away the -now, while the brooks
gurgled and thè "wamps filled with
water; but on Wednesday the 20th,
the clouds parted, the wind shifted
to the northwest and that night the
i
-------------------little chance to extinguish the blaze, mercury slipped down to zero, when
(Special to Maine Woods.)
which had gained much headway be morning came the snow was as hard
Tim Pond Camps, April 1.
It is thought as pavement and a crust that would
One camp,the dining room, laundry, fore being discovered.
ice house and cook house at this that the fire first started from a hold a small horse was spread over
place, owned by Julian K. Viles & defective chimney flue.
fields and woodland.
All the kitchen utensils, table sil
Son, were destroyed by fire Sunday
On this particular morning Erlon
chairs, tables and other fur
afternoon, the loss being estimated ver,
at $2000.
The Messrs. Viles will! nishings in the places burned were Parker took his books and dinnerre-build at once, and plan to have destroyed.
pail and started for the
schooleverything
in readiness for spring i Tim Pond Camps are among the house a mile away.
Now Erlon is a
business by the last of May or the best known sporting camps in the
small boy and knows little of the
wild animals that live in the woods,
but he has seen all kinds of dogs
and is not at all afraid of them. He
had not gone far, however, when he
met a big black dog with a short
tail; this dog (?) bristled up, showed
its teeth and growlqji.
Erlon was
afraid and made a big circle around
it on the crust.
John Parker, his
brother, was coming with a handsled
some distance behind him; he also
met the animal in the road, and whe
it displayed two gleaming rows
of
ivory he hastily turned out aud gave
it the road.
Now John was older than Erlon.
He had once seen
bear in a circus
aud believed the
creature was
a
bear, but he did not like to say so
for he thought people would laugh
CAMP DESTROYED BY FIRE AT T.IM
POND.
MR. AND
MRS. at him if he told them he had met a
JULIAN K. VILES ARE SHOWN STANDING IN FRONT OF
THE bear in the road in the winter time,
so
he scampered away to school,
CAMP.
keeping a sharp lookout over his
shoulder to see that it was not com
Dead River region.
They are lo ing after him.
first of June.
Ih e loss is partially covered by cated about 10 miles from Eustis and
A load of pressed hay was coming
down the road and a load of wood
insurance.
Hardly -were the last reached by a buckboard road.
“ I want you to tell our friends and
the
fire brands extinguished before Mr. patrons through the Maine Woods,” was coming up the road with
bear, (it was a real bear), between
Viles and son were making arrange said Harold S. Viles of the firm,
them.
They met and passed at the
ments for lumber and other build “ that we shall rebuild at once.
W e residence of Frank
Trafton, while
ing materials.
are hustling lumber and other ma the bear ran into Mr. Trafton’s yard
The fire originated in the laundry. terials ito the camps now and will and into a shed where some bones
It was discovered by tlhe camp care have everything in readiness again were kept.
Mr. Trafton being an
taker,
Chapin Marden, about three by the last of May or the first of old woodsman, knew what the ani
o ’clock in the afternoon, but he had June.”
mal was the moment he got his eyes
on it, but he was iu a bad fix.
The
took a long shot at them, using buck |old shed had no door to shut, the
shot; later he told me lie could find rifle was lent, the dog was dead.
He, however, called the hired man
a few feathers as the result.
From there the geese came up here and with an ax and pitchfork they
and went up to the high pasture on I approached the shed; but the bear
W. F. Calden’s farm, where they re had come out aud was chasing some
mained over night and where they geese
around the bairn.
He ap
Hunter Took a Long Shot at Them were Monday norning.
parently did not like the looks of the
Why have
these geese tayed on ax and fork and struck out across
but Failed to Kill.
this hill every night for four nights? the field on the crust toward some
Was it to secure an outlook against young men and girls who were coast
They have made little ing, or sliding, as we call it here.
A quartette of wild
geese ar enemies?
Meanwhile the telephone had been
excursions
day
times to Lufkin pond
rived in Phillips last Friday.
They
and elsewhere, but come back to the busy and people were now coming
have taken up their abode in West
from all quarters. •In a few min
same stopping place each night.
Phillips on a high hill, visiting Luf
utes some 40 people, including men,
kin pond from time to time, but al
women and children were in hot pur
ways returning at night.
Writes
suit.
They were armed with clubs,
O T T E r
POND’S BIG T R O U T .
“ D. F. PI.’’ :
forks, axes, brooms, rollingpins, case
The old saying, “ One swallow does
knives, fence rails and sticks of cord
George McKenney of Otter pond, wood but nary a rifle.
not make a summer,’’ may be par
alleled this spring by this, “ One goos who gets his mail via Caratunik, Me., In nearly every house hangs a brigh
does not bring a thaw.’’
Lasrfj Fri says that his place will be able to well oiled modem rifle, loaded for
day, March 29, four geese came up
bear; why they did not think
to
supply sportsmen with trout weigh
over the west part of the town; they
take a gun along I cannot say; in
were flying very low so that Walter ing from three (bo five pounds any most cases the men who own and
At the Otter use the guns were not at home.
Hodges, directly under them, thinks day in the season.
Th
they were not over 75 feet above Pond camps the food is of the best, bear was followed about three miles
him; at all vents he could distin for Mr. McKenney has long since when he disappeared in a dense cedar
guish the leader, a gander, by his
decided that everything must be of thicket near Eli Thibadeau’s and was
black head which the bright sun gave
lost. Let us hope he may there find
a greenish luster.
They went down a standard to meet the demands of an old horse or catch rabbits enough
near Curtis
Lawrence's house and the most exacting summer vacation it p sustain him till the snow Is gone.
rested in a large open spring. Curtis ist.
W. T. Ashby.

Messrs. Viles Say They Will Rebuild at Once
and Reopen June 1.

FOUR WILD GEESE
VISIT IN PHILLIPS

TAXIDERMISTS
G.

W .

P IC K E L ,

TA X ID ER M IS T
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing
Tackle, Indian Moccasins, Baskets
(Special to Maine Woods.)
and Souvenirs.
Farmington, April 2.
Rangeley,
Maine.
Harry M. Pierce, who has been
shooting rabbits all winter at odd
N A S H O F M A IN E .
times, will be ready for the opening
Licensed Taxidermist, Norway, Me.
of the season at his King and Bart
Maine’s Leading Fish Taxidermist.
lett camp.
New camps have been constructed,
so that they number 30 or more at E D M O N D J . B O U C H E R .
Licensed Scientific, Taxidermist
the present time.
The entire equip
(Tanner) Will give you Standard and
ment has been put iu spick aud span
Moth proof work in all branches of
condition and the coming season bids Taxidermy and Tanning. Price list
fair to be a record breaker for this with useful instructions FREE.
N. E. Tel. 572-52.
popular resort.
Auburn, Me.
All the old time “ help’’ will be in 186 Main St., their usual places this year when
the season opens.
There has never
been any trouble at King and Bart
lett about employment matters, for
the men and women working there
return year after year.
Personally Mr. Pierce is looking
the picture of health.
The outdoor
life that he has practiced as well
as preached about for so many years
speaks for itself.
MAINE A U T O R EG U L A T IO N S .

T. A .

JAM ES

Will continue to do business in W in
throp and make a specialty o f Muse
um work and mounting and paintings
of fish in oil and water color.

W in th rop ,

-

-

-

M aine.

E S T A B L IS H E D 1892.
Practical Glassblower, and Manu
facturer of Artificai Eyes for Taxi
dermists a Specialty.
35 years* ex
perience.

Rising Scale of Prices for Automobile
F. SCH U M ACH ER
Registration.
Out-of-State Op
285 Halladay St.,
Jersey City, N. J.
erators Given 30 Days to
Register.
“ M ON M O U TH MOCCASINS.”
Facts for automobile users are set
They are made for
forth
in a booklet that has been
issued by the Maine Automobile Asso
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen.
elation.
This association is affiliate
Known the world over for excel
with the A. A. A.
The annual reg
lence.
Illustrated catalogue free.
istration fee for cars of 20 horse j
M. L. G E T C H E L L CO.,
power or under will be $5; cars I
20 to 35 horse power, $10; cars over
Monmouth,
Maine.
35 horse power, $15; motor trucks,
power, $10; motor cycles, $3; man-1
ufacturers and dealers, $25.
A. L.
RODS A N D SN O W SH O ES.
M. Standard.
The year begins Jan
uary 1 and ends December 31. Cars
I make Rangeley wood and split
registered
between October 1 and bamboo rods for fly fishing
and
December 31 of any year, half reg- trolling.
Rods to let.
Snowshoes
lar fee.
to order.
An operator's license will cost $2.
E. T . HOAR, Rangeley, Me.
All licenses issued previous to Jan- i
uary 1, 1912, are void.
1
If a car is exchanged for one of
higher power the difference in the
G U ID E S A D D R E S S E S
fee must be paid to the secretary
of state and when a car is sold
This column is for sale to guide«
the
secretary of state must be
who want their addresses to appear
notified to whom it is sold.
Non-residents are allowed 30 days in Maine Woods each week in al*
For price, addres*,
in the state without
registering phbetical order.
their cars, providing the operator is Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
licensed and the car is registered j
in another
state and
the number j James E. Durrell, Rangeley, Me.
plates are displayed.
If they re Joseph J. Hill, The Forks, Maine.
main
longer they are required to James Briggs, Howe Brook, Maine.
pay the same fees as residents. Any N. B. Nile, Rangeley Maine.
non-resident desiring
information
should
apply to the secretary
of
state at Augusta. .
For the
benefit of the speed
“ bug,’’ as well as those who do not
Prepares thoroughly for all
care to emulate an express train in
college and scientific schools.
full action, the booklet states that
College, Classical
25 miles an hour is allowed in the
and
open country.
In built up of city
English Courses.
town or village, however, 10 miles, Location ideal for high mountain air
but the speed must ev«er be “ rea pure wrater and quiet environment.
sonable and safe,’’ having due re
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
gard for the traffic and use of the Winter term opens Tuesday, January
road by others.
When passing a
2, 1912.
Spring term opens Wednes
team a car
must stop if occupant j
day, April 3, 1912.
raises hand.
Catalog on request. Write Principal,
Persons under the influence of in
W. E. S A R G EN T, Litt. D.
toxicating liquor operating a motor
Hebron,
Maine.
car, or
using such a conveyance
without the authority of its owner,
or racing for a wager or record with
nament and Stevens Rifles and
out authority are subject to a fine
Stevens Telescopes tied for first in
or imprisonment or both.
On con
the Continuous Match, tied for first
viction the license of such a person
in the Premium Match anti were first
is immediately revokd.
on the Bull’s Eye Target.
“ Automobiles
Go
Slow” sign
should be read to mean five miles
A Y O U TH F U L HUNTER.
an hour.

I804 HEBRON ACAOEMY I9II

S T E V E N S RECORD S T I L L STA ND S. Clinton
At
the
recent
Zettler
Rifle
Club
Tournament,
held
at
New
York
City, March
9 to 16, the famous World’s Cham
pionship Score of 2484 out of a pos
sible 2500, 75 feet distance shooting
off hand, was not approached,
so
therefore, this remarkable achieve
ment has had no eclipse.
This dem
onstrates
what an extraordinary
Stevens Rifle and Stevens Tele
scope performance the 2484 score of
1911
wras
made
March 15,
1911, by A. Hubalek.
There
were more Stevens Tele
scopes used than any other make in
the recent Zettler Rifle Club Tour-

Weymouth, 10, Gets
Bag of Rabbits.

Good

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Freeman Center, April 3.
Master Clinton Weymouth, age ten
years, is one of Freeman’s successful
hunters, having shot ten rabbits in
the past four weeks.
Master Clin
ton says he is going to be ready for
larger game next fall.
His friends
will not be surprised if he gets his
share.
1
The One Essential Point.
The permanent interest of every
man U, never to be in a false position,
but to have the weight of nature to
back him In all be does.—Emerson.
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Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Railroad.
T im e -T a b le I n
P.M.
Iv 10 50
A.M.
Iv Í3 00
lv 8 80

AM
lv t9 00
lv 8 55
lv 1 55

E ffe c t

D ec.

3 d ,

W ILD DUCKS EASY T O REAR.

1911.

P.M.

New York. (Gr. Cen. Sta.)
Boston, (via Portsmouth) ar t3 05
Boston, (via Dover)
ar 3 30
Portland
ar 10 10

A.M .
ar *5 35
A 11 12
ar 9 05
ar 5 35

They Can Be Taught Many Things
by Using Patience.

INDOOR AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE WORLD
Won b y MR. F. B. STEPHENSON,

o f the Crescent Athletic Club, scoring

99 out of 100

Unlike pheasants in every way, wild
A N D U S IN G
ducks are more trouble to shoot, than
Farm ington,
ar
lv 12 01
to rear, although it sounds like a
Strong.
12 32
paradox to say so.
The reason of
A.M.
lv 5 50
Strong,
ar 1 30
the
trouble
is
that
the
tame-bred
Salem,
6 16
1 05
lv 12 45
wild
ducks
always
grow
either
too
The Second Annual Indoor Trap Shooting Contest took place at the Madison Square
Kingfield.
6 35
ar 11 50
Iv t8 00
Garden, New York, March 1-9, and resulted in practically a clean-up for PETERS
wild
or
too
tame.
They
can
fly
as
FACTORY
LOADS. The scores tell the story (all with P ETERS regular factory loads)
Carrahasset,
11 23
8 25
Bigelow
lv 11 00
ar 8 55
QUALIFYING SCORE FOR AM ATEUR CHAM PIO NSH IP -50 TARG ETS
well as their wild-bred ancestors, the
1st. F. B. Stephenson,
60
P.M.
A.M.
ability is in the blood, but to make
Strong.
6 26
8 45
1 42
INTERNATIONAL INDOOR AM ATEUR C H A M P IO N S H IP -100 TARG ETS
lv 1 20
ar 6 10
Winner—F. B. Stephenson,
99
,
Phillips.
lv t6 05 lv Î7 30 ar 12 25 ar t3 00 them do it, and also to prevent them
Iv 7 40 ar 12 55 lv 6 15 ar 12 30
flying
right
away
in
a
flock
when
Redington,
7 17
11 26
12 00
9 15
Eustis Junction,
f9 40
the guns begin to go, is where the
Dead River,
Í7 43
Í10 52
W o n W ith P E TE R S S h e lls.
Rangeley,
ar 8 00
lv UO 45 lv t ll 00 trouble comes
ar 10 15
in.
A tame-'br ed
Mar. 7, C. de Quillfeldt,
48 ex 60
P.M.
Mar. 1, Wm. Hassinger,
48 ex 50
A.M .
A.M .
A.M .
A.M.
P.M
P.M.
A,M.
„ 8. H. W. Kahler,
49 ex 50
„ 4, F. B. Stephenson.
48 ex 50
See Note pheasant is as confiding in the pres
See Note
„ 9, J. H. Hendrickson,
49 ex 50
„ 5, W. Simonson.
48 ex 50
ence of his feeder as any barn-door
6, F. B. Stephenson, 50 ex 50
f. Train stops on signal or notice to conductor,
t Daily except Sunday.
chick, but the instant he hears a
The above scores prove that real marksmanship and PETERS PERFECT AMMUNI
* Daily except Monday.
TION make an UNBEATABLE COMBINATION.
strange sound or sees a stranger,
A. Change of cars at South Lawrence.
Note. Trains Nos. 7 and 12 are subject to cancellation any day without previous notice.
whether
man
or
beast,
the
instincts
Use “ Steel where Steel belongs” Shells.
m o r r i s M cD o n a l d .
f. n. beal.
President & General Manager
General Passenger A g e nt of his Chinese ancestors beset him,
and he is no longer j tame, but a
protection through the establishment more scared creature than his wildNEW Y O ttK : 98 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller, Manager
of sportsmen’s journals in the early bred relatives ever become.
This
.
* •»t « » m p seventies, and this movement was is so because the latter have been
AMcKlLAN VjAML almost immediately reflected in an using their wits always in selfincreased volume of legislation; so preservation,
whereas your hand|that during the last three decades reared pheasant, having no wits to
How It Has Been Protected During ° r the c™*'lr-v 1116 m,mber 01 la" 3 use, becomes simply scared. He will
rapidly increased.
usually not go so far away that he
“ It is interesting to note the grad cannot find his way home to feed,
Past 135 Years.
Largest Fur House in Southern
ual adoption of the close season as and that is where he is obliging in
Minnesota.
Highest cash price paid for all
a means for the protection of various a way hand-reared wild ducks are
kinds
o
f
raw
furs. Send in your
But Stag Hound Lives to Hunt
T. S. Palmer, assistant chief of the kinds of game during the 204 years not.
The danger with them is, that
shipments or write for our price
list.
We
also
handle hides, wool
United States biological survey, h a s! from 1694 to 1898. Poliowing are when they are scared they may see
Again.
and pelts.
prepared an exhaustive work on the the dates of the first close seasons from their elevated position in the
210-218 E.Clark St., Albert Lea,Minn.
important events
in American game) for various kinds of game, beginning air the other element that they love,
Carper and I were hunting coyotes
protection from 1776 to 1911.
with deer in Massachusetts and end and go there to find peace, good
with European partridges in feeding, and good company.
This and hears in the backwoods of Ore ting upon
Included in this work are defini ing
the animal’s crouching
is a combination of
circumstances gon, writes Frederick V. Coville in body,
tions of game, development of game Vermont in 1898:
Carper held the head betwen
1694, deer, Massachusetts;
1708, that they cannot resist, so that they
laws, game protection by states, de
the
National
Geographic Maga his knee.s gripping ear and jaw in
You
velopment of the protection of game heath hens, ruffed grouse, .quail, wild are never again seen at home.
his powerful grasp, while I pulled
zine,
There were seven dogs in
by species, warden service,
game turkeys, New York; 1791, woodcock, may teach a canary to sit upon a
out the quills.
They had been specially
York; 1818, snipe, Massachu gun-barrel when it is being dischar- our pack.
protection funds and other matter of New
The main part of a porcupine’s qui
similar nature.
The chronological setts; 1820, rabbits, New Jersey; 1830 ed and never wink, and you may selected and trained to hunt bear.
is smooth and white and has the
part of the work is very complete moose, Maine; 1841, squirrels, Penn teach duck to mind the gun no more
For
two hours one morning we tough, flexible texture of the quill
and to be taken up in great detail. sylvania; 1846, ducks, Rhode Island; than the six-season retriever in the had followed the dogs without pick of a bird’s feather, but for a distance
You may even make it a
Among other things
Mr. Palmer 1850, doves, Connecticut and New kennel.
of about half an inch from the needle
Jersey; 1851, prairie chickens, Wis signal for food, but if you do that ing up a fresh trail. We were pass sharp point the quill is hard, black,
says:
“ Game
protection in the United consin; 1852, antelope, elk, Califor you are going to the other extreme ing from an open ridge into a for slender and armed with innumerable
States has been gradually developed nia; 1859, rail, Pennsylvania; 1861, and will get no sport, because your est of fir and pine when the young barbs.
The quills vary greatly in
during a period of nearly 800 years goats, sheep, Nevada; 1864, Buffalo, birds will not treat the shooter as foxhound, first sniffing
excitedly length, thickness and amount of
and has been marked by an immense Idaho; 1870, Caribou, Maine; 1882, a respected scarecrow ought to be
with his nose to the ground, raised barbing, the shorter and stouter
volume of legislation.
In no other introduced pheasants, Oregon; 1898, treated.
Many have been the at
the coarse hair between his shoul ones having the longest points and
country in the world have laws for European partridges, Vermont,
tempts to hit the happy mean, but,
most
effective barbs, the larger,
the protection of game been passed ' “ The enormous flocks of wild pig- although this has been approached ders, bayed sharply and plunged in thinner quills gradually merging into
the
timber.
The other dogs the long coarse hairs of the animal’s
in such numbers or amended so fre- eons which formerly darkened the from every side, a sporting, as well to
quently.
Among the characteristic'skies in the states of the upper Mis- asnsatisfactory, solution has not yet closed in behind and disappeared.
pelt.
features of American game legisla- sissippi Valley, New York, and south- been reached.
Ducks in small quan
Carper tore after them through the
A
long-pointed quill with the
taon are the division of birds into em New England had already begun tities are easy enough to manage,
brush, scaling the slippery logs with barbed portion fully imbedded in the
three groups—game birds, non game j to decrease by the middle of the last but ducks in the thousands, as they
nose of a dog
often resisted the
birds, and noxious species; the re- century.
The last great nesting in are reared at Netherby, have defeate out danger by means of his spiked
strongest pull that either of us could
strictions on hunting by
non-resi- New York occurred in 1868, the last the wits of man, who has, for want lumberman’s shoes, and I followed as give,
notwithstanding an excellent
dents; the limitations on the .quan- roosting in 1875, and the last great of better methods, trapped the ducks best I could.
Approaching a little hold on the body of the quill be
tity of game that may be killed at nesting
in Michigan—probably the and let them out as the guns wanted opening in the timber, I heard the tween the thumb and bent fore
anywhere on the continent in them—which is
certain times; the prohibition of ex last
contrary
to the
The pain must have been
sound of a general fight, Carper finger.
During the time of abundance latest ethics of sport as pronounced
port and sale; the system of en- 1878.
intense.
The most resistant quills
yelling,
cursing
and
kicking
among
forcement b” state officers; and the no serious effort was made to protect by H. R. H.
The Prince of Wales
were
pulled
either by the teeth or
maintenance of this system largely |the birds.
The first legislation on Has taken part in this kind of shooting the dogs, then a 'rifle shot, and then by improvised pliers made of a halfWhen I burst through
wild pigeons seems to have been an all the same, but at that time it another.
by receipts from hunting licenses.
split stick, in the crack of which the
“ The earliest game laws were act passed in Massachusetts in 1848, was not known how the ducks were the chaparral Carper was still yell quill was caught and tightly held.
granted in 1629 by the West India which, instead of protecting the birds kept constantly flighting home with ing and kicking the dogs away from
Ranger, the staghound, was in by
netters against mo out, at the same tiihe, flying away
Co. to persons planting colonies in protected the
the carcass of a porcupine, gazed far
the most serious
condition of
lestation
in
carrying
on
their
busi
New Netherlands, and the provisions
Another plan is to signal the ducks
any
of
the
dogs.
He
had
more quill
by
his
first
bullet
and
ploughed
open
In 1857 a committee of the to feed by sound of horn, and grad
regarding the right of hunting in the ness.
in his face than any other,
and
by
the
second.
“
Well,”
said
he,
state
legislature
of
Ohio
in
their
Massachusetts
Bay Colonial Ordiually to increase the distance from
some were near, though fortunately
nance of 1647 and the New Jersey ! report on a game bill declared:
their resting place; then, by - inter “ we are in for it now.”
not in his eyes.
They were liable
Concessions of Agreements of 1678. j “ ‘The passenger pigeon needs no posing the guns and sending the duck
The
porcupine
had
taken a at any time to work there, however,
The years intervening between 1629 ! protection.
Wonderfully
prolific, home again after feeding, the task
position beneath a log that
was through his agonized pawing.
We
and 1911 may be conveniently d r i having the vast forests of the north is partly accomplished.
But only
considered shooting him to end his
raised
a
little
above
the
ground.
As
as
its
breeding
grounds,
traveling
vided into two periods of approxi
uartly, because even then the dif
misery, but Carper hated to do it.
mately equal length—a colonial perio hundreds of miles in search of food, ficulty is the ducks; they all go to the dogs attacked him he turned and
|We concluded to go back to camp,
it
is
here
today
and
elsewhere
to
and a modem period.
The latter
gether, unless means are taken to struck them terrific blows in the get something to eat and decide the
period is the more important and the morrow, and no ordinary destruction avoid such an embarrassment
of face with his short clubbed tail, al dog’s fate afterward.
one with which we are mainly con can lessen them or be missed from the riches.
For this purpose the traps most as muscular as a gorilla’s arm,
On the way back I asked Carper
cerned.
In the century and a third myriads that are yearly produced.’
were used, and their satisfactory sub and at every stroke he left a mark
wbetbr the dogs would not learn to
“ The last wild pigeon in Ohio was stitute is yet to seek.
since the Revolution a vast num
When an
He replied
ber of experiments have been made killed March 24, 1900, near Sargents, old wild duck rears her young she like a cu'shionful of barbed needles. let a porcupine alone.
have quit that they would not; that the older
in game protection.
Many of the j Pike county (Dawson, Birds of Ohio, takes very good care that her chil Dogs less fierce would
ex
laws passed were soon repealed and.p. 427, 1903), and 10 years later the dren shall be taught exclusiveness in sooner and suffered less, but that dogs had been through the
perience repeatedly, though he had
are now forgotten, but some con- sole survivor of the species known their social relations; but, on the
bunch of bear-dogs had behind them never seen a pack quite so thorough
tained suggestions which are still was a captive bird in the gardens contrary, when the plehian
“ wet a thousand years of the fiery passion
ly done up,and that if they ran acros
valuable.”
! of the Zoological Society of Cincin nurse” out of the farmyard is used,
of the slayer.
The dogs that could a porcupine the next day they would
Later in the chronology Mr. Palmer nati.”
the children of aristocratic parents reach the porcupine hit him in the
undoubtedly tackle him.
says:
become gutter-snipes. They mix in back and tail till mouth and tongue
MADE A GOOD RECORD.
After our meal we decided to give
“ New impetus was given to game
discriminately, and it is this that were
a bloody, quivering mass of
the staghound a chance for his life,
gives
all
the
trouble.
We
are
of
An instructor in rifle shooting in
barbs.
Only by the fiercest
on
though neither of us relished the
one of the schools in New York city ten told by the oracles that, to rear slaught on the dogs themselves had
prospect
of lacerating his head to
has just written to the J. Stevens artificially, we should go as near as Carper been able to open them up
do it.
His face was beginning to
possible
to
the
methods
of
nature.
Arms & Tool Company as follows:
so that he could shoot the porcupine.
swell and he was dozy until we
By those who are fortunate enough
“ Let me congratulate you upon you It has a wise sound, but, as a mat
The dogs were now pawing, their
to always breathe pure air, and never
stirred him up.
He was ready to
ter
of
fact,
it
is
very
foolish
advice.
‘Armory Model’ Rifle No
faces
and ploughing their noses
get run down by overwork or exposure. Stevens
fight
us
all.
W
e
tied him down
Even these lucky people do not always 414.
break
The one you sent to us was The old wild duck takes her brood along the ground in agony,
under
a
log,
and
one
man held his
escape the contagious colds which at unpacked yesterday and the
boy off .to the water as soon as they are ing off some of the quills at the
certain seasons prevail to such an ex
body, the other his head, while I
hatched,
and
generally
loses
half
of
Our captain change
surface and driving the barbed points
tent as to be almost epidemic. It is made 98 prone.
pulled the quills with the steel pliers.
duck-rearers, deeper into the flesh.
wise to be prepared for troubles of to my Stevens and made the record them; but the clever
The old dogs
By actual count we took 568 quills
this nature in our climate, and the score of the season with a 92 stand whether for shooting purposes or for Who had been through a similar ex
one all-important thing is to have at
Eighty-one
the table, does nothing so silly. He perience before, would come up and out of that staghound.
ing
and
with
a
98
prone.
In
fact,
hand a safe, efficient and reliable rem
edy to ward off the trouble and danger your gun is hitting the nail on the usually keeps his ducks away from allow the quills to be pulled out as of these were inside the line of his
o f such an attack.
*
head.
I made two 100’s out of six water for seven weeks at least, by long as they could stand the pain, teeitih, in his gums, the roof of his
For sixty years, “ L. F.” Atwood’s targets at 75 feet prone, one with which care he avoids cramp and and then break away to paw and mouth and his tongue.
At least
medicine has been a household remedy
30 had been pulled out at odd times
for emergencies of this kind. It starts pin head and the other with your pike, and rears ninety-five per cent, plough again.
of his hatch .
It is true the young
When the few superficial .quills had before the count began, and during
up the liver and bowels, prevents con aperture sight.
gestion, and restores the functions to
“ The gun functioned beautifully.” ducks could feed themselves with in been removed the real work of sav the following days over 20 more
their normal condition. If you have
We took worked out of his misshapen head
sects upon the water, but they are ing the dogs’ lives began.
never used it, get a bottle from your
T ie staghound
off
our
coats,
set
our
guns
against at various points.
not
particular,
and
barley-meal
will
I
T
PAYS
T
O
A
D
V
E
R
T
IS
E
IN
MAINE
dealer, or write for a free sample to
and fortunately
lost neither
the “ L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland,
One lived
do as well.—Illustrated Sporting and a tree and went at the task.
WOODS.
LOW A D V E R T IS 
Me. by
one
the
dogs
were
caught.
Sit
ING RATES.
..
_ i.., i
Dramatic News.
A.M.
lv 5 15 Iv t il 00
5 47
12 05

A.M.
6 57 ar t9 35 ar 2 15
lv 1 42

Peters

Shells

7 Out of 8 Daily Amateur High Score Medals
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THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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F Albert Lea Hide
& Fur Go.
U
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Colds May be Avoided.
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S T A T E OF MAINE.
Franklin, ss.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
County Attorney Cyrus N. Blanchard this tenth day of January A. D. 1912.
J Blaine Morrison,
of Wilton was in Phillips Wednesday,
*
Justice of the Peace.
en route from Dallas.
S T A T E OF MAINE.
James Blaine Morrison has filed
j (Seal)
his direct nomination, petition for the Franklin, ss:
A re situated on First Debsconeag Lake, l-4mile from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
office of county attorney of this ! Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation,
from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 3 hours.
Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps;
March 6th A. D. 1912.
county with the secretary of state.
own garden, and hennery; daily mail; best New York, Philadelphia and Boston references,
Upon the foregoing libel, Ordered:
This petition is signed by F. W. But IThat
the libelant give notice to the re
ler of Farmington’ and 52 others of spondent therein named, to appear beI [MT. K A T A H D IN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England; side trips from Farmington, Wilton, Kingfield, North ! fore the Justices of our said Court, to
these camps to Sourdnahunk, Rainbow. Nahmikanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
Jay and Phillips.
Mr. Morrison is be holden at Farmington, within and
planning trips down the West Branch from N. E, Carry.
I for the County of Franklin, on the
Best Family Cooking in Maine.
a young and hustling lawyer.
He third Tuesday,of May A. D. 1912, by
DEER AND MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as th e re is in Maine, Rates $2.00 is
the
son
of
that
distinguished
publishing an attested copy of said li
and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowshoeing, skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps
jurist, Judge Morrison, and has had bel, and this order thereon, threeweek s
during winter months. Booklet for the asking.
successively in the Maine Woods, a
a very successful career thus far.
newspaper printed at Phillips in said
H E R B E R T M. H O W E S,
County of Franklin, the last publication
Millinocket Me.,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debsconeag, Me.
to be thirty days, at least, before the
sitting of said Court, that he may then'
WINSHIP DISTRICT
and there, in our said Court appear,
and show cause, if any he have, why
the prayer of said libelant should not
Winship District, April 2.
be granted.
Business
iOLLEGE preparatory.
Mrs. T. F. Fairbanks is quite ill.
George F. Haley,
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Parker and Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
^ courses.
Gymnasium.
Athletic
A
A true copy of the Libel and Order of
daughter, Evalyn, were the guests
field.
Manual training.
The only
Court thereon.
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Dill Sunday.
School
Attest, B. M. Small clerk.
school in Maine inviting comparison
Herbert McKenzie visited at T. J-.
for boys
Mr. and Mrs. Morrill Wing, last week,
in chool, athletic and home equip
S T A T E OF MAINE.
ter Roberta, visited his
parents,
ment with high grade priv
Fairbanks’, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. MorrillW ing, last week.
ate schools.
Snowshoeing,
County of Franklin, ss. March 14, 1912.
Fred Fairbanks is helping Truman
Taken this fourteenth day of March,
.
tobogganing, skiing, horseA . D . 1912, on execution dated the 13th
Fairbnks sap this spring.
back riding, maple-sugar
Miss Croteau, who has been work day of February, 1912, issued on a judg
ment rendered by the Supreme Judicial
M aine
making, fishing, and hunting.
ing for Mrs. Charles Dyer, was cal court, for the county of Franklin, at
led home this week by the illness of the term thereof begun and held on the
S Autoists en route to Rangeley are invited to infirst Tuesday of February, 1912, to wit;
her mother.
pect our complete plant. Tuition $700.
on the 9th day of February, 1912, in
Robert
McMullen
was
a
guest
at
J.
Accommodations for two more boys.”
favor of Grant Nail and Supply Com
I. Hamden’s Sunday.
pany, a corporation duly established by
ADDRESS
law and having its principal place of
' GEORGE D. CHURCH,
business at Boston in the State of Mas
. Headmaster
sachusetts, against Edward C. Brackett
HOW COOK WASTES COFFEE of Salem in the County of Franklin and
State of Maine, for the sum of forty__________________________________________ ^
Mistake by Which Delicate Aroma Is five dollars and forty-five cents debt
or damage, and 'thirteen dollars and
Lost— Difference Between Ordi
ninety-three cents, costs of suit, and
nary Cook and Culinary Artist.
will be sold at public auction at the of
fice of E. E. Richards, in said Farming|
GO£\E TO OTTER POND G A M P S
|
A pleasing odor ascended to the ton,
to the highest bidder, on the 1st
guest room and one of the visitors day of May, 1912, at ten o ’clock in the
This Spring and catch Trout weighing from three to five pounds any day. Big Salmon , g
sniffed it daintily. “ The coffee smells forenoon, the following described real
;|l; too. Besides ypu get good Boats, a good Table and a good Time. For particulai s address^
good,” she snid, hastening her prepa estate and all the right, title and inter
|i
GEORGE M cK E N N E Y, G aratu n k, M aine.
&:
rations for breakfast.
The other est which the said Edward C. Brackett
guest shook her head sadly. “ Yes,” has in and to the same, to wit: A cer
she replied, “ it is good coffee, but it tain piece or parcel of land situated in
makes me sorrowful to have ai^’body Salem, the same being deeded to Fred
L. Ellsworth by Mary J. Harlow by her
make coffee so long before a meal is deed dated Nov. 11, 1899, and contain
ready. So many persons do that. It ing all of the land conveyed to said
MOOSELOOKMEGU.VTIC HOUSE and LOG C A M P S f f i a s .
shows at once the difference between Fred L. Ellsworth by said deed that
an ordinary cook and a culinary artist. lays south o f the Mill Stream, so called,
Hom e of the big brook trout and landlocked salmon. Centrally located near the mouth
o f the famous Kennebago Stream and Rangeley Outlet. Fine Fly fishing in ponds nearby.
A
careless cook often makes her cof in said Salem, with the buildings there
Good auto roads. Garage supplies, Tennis. Booklet. L on g Distance Phone. Telegraph.
fee the first thing and puts it on the on; for a more particular description of
FRED B. BURNS, Proprietor
back of the range to keep hot, think the premises, reference may be had to
-T
[ P. O. Haines Landing, Maine.
R. R. Station, Oquossoc, Maine.
ing thereby to have it ready for the Franklin County Registry of Deeds,
book 59, page 171.
table without further trouble and well
W. B. Small, sheriff.
out of her way. It is a fatal mistake.
All the rich, delicate aroma of the
O X FO R D C O U N T Y .
SO M ER SET C O U N T Y .
coffee is lost in that way. We are get
ting it up here now, as you perceive.
U P T O N , M A IN E .
J A C K M A N , M A IN E .
It is, as you have said, very appetiz
D u rk e e ’s C am p.
O n L a k e U m b a g o g an L a k e P a rk . B e a u tifu lly s itu a te d on th e
Incorporated
ing, but coffee is not intended espe
C a m b rid g e R iv er.
B e s t o f D eer an d sh ore o f L a k e W o o d .
A u to in g , M o to r 
Opposite
State
House, Boston, Mass]
cially for an appetiz^, and you don’t
D u ck h u n tin g . E x ce lle n t F ly F is h in g a n d in g , T r o u t d.nd S alm on fish in g .
17
wish
it
while
you
are
combing
your
T ro llin g fo r S alm on a n d S qu are T a iled m iles o f la k e a n d 60 m iles o f r iv e r
To be perfect, with all its
T ro u t.
T . A . D u rk ee, P rop , U p ton , M e b oa tin g . T w in Islan d C a m p s a t S kinn er. hair.
aroma and strength preserved, coffee
E A B ioothm an.
should be served piping hot, just as
V IA R U M F O R D FA LLS .
B e s t S a lm on a n d T r o u t F is h in g
In
soon as it is made.”

Where To Go In Maine
A N D R O S C O G G IN

COUNTY.

L E W IS T O N , M A IN E .
D e W it f H ou se. H ea din g H otel.
U nex
c e lle d in M aine.
B o o k le t fre e . G eorg e
S. P a tte , P ro p rie to r, L e w isto n , M e.

A R O O S TO O K C O U N T Y .
W IN T E R V IL L E , M A IN E.
L e d L iv e r C am ps, BeauitfuR p la ce
fo r
v a c a tio n s.
B e st o f fisliin g.
T. H

Tweedie.
T

CUM BERLAND CO UN TY.

W E S T END
H O TEL
H. M.

CASTN ER,

Portland,

Prop’r.

Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport s
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
South Casco, Maine
,‘ D in gley C ottage” Opens May 1st. Famous
Sebago Lake Fishing. Ideal place for vacations.
Automobiling.
Harry P. Dingley.

f r a n k l in

c o u n ty

.

Saddleback Lake Camps
Awrtr

—
*■- -

DALLAS, MAINS, New andJup-to-date_camps,
builtThia season. Open fireplaces. Fishing, both
lakeand stream, and hunting in season. Write
fo r illustrated booklet to Hemon S. Blackwell«
Dallas, Maine.
___
R A N G ELEY LAKES.
B a ld M o u n ta in C am ps a re situ a te d a t
th e fo o t o f B ald M o u n ta in in a g o o d
fis h in g se ctio n .
S te a m b o a t a c c o m m o d a 
tio n s O. K . T e le p h o n e a t ca m p s. T w o
m a ils d a ily . W r ite fo r fr e e c irc u la rs t o
A M O S E L L I S , P r o p ’r
Bald Mo un ta in ,
Maine

Hotel Blanchard will be
closed for the winter Dec. 3
E. H. GROSE, Stratton, Me.
R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .
S c o tts C am ps, Q u im b y P o n d ,
fa m o u s
fo r fly fish in g , fiv e m iles fr o m R a n g e ley , tw o m iles fr o m O q u o sso c,
good
r o a d d ire c t to cam ps. T ra n sie n t p a rtie s
a c c o m m o d a te d , b e st o f m eals
se r v e d
T e le p h o n e c o n n e c tio n b y wfhidh, b o a ts
an d a c c o m m o d a tio n s ca n b e se cu re d . J.
E . S co tt, Blox 268, R a n g e le y , M aine.
Round Mountain. Maine
R ound Mouutain Lake Camps—Located on one
o f the most beautiful lakes in the world, with
every comfort. Elevation 2300 feet. The highest
and coolest resort in Maine. Fly fishing, three
Ponds, fifteen miles Stream, Tennis, Croquet,
Tram ping and Loafing. Send for free booklet.
DION O. B LAC K W E LL.
Round Mountain. Maine.

HOWES' DEBSCONEAG CAMPS.
. For MOOSE and DEER

r

r

A

BBOTT
Farmington,

Tenth Year
opened
September 27

Commonwealth Hotel

JONES’ CAMPS

M aine.
F ly fis h in g b eg in s a b o u t Ju ne
LOG CAM P T O L E T .
1.
S end f o r circu la r.
H o u se a lw a y s
O n D o n g P)ond.
N e a r R a n g e le y .
F iv e op en .
J oh n C h a d w ic k & C o., U p per
JONES’ CAMPS furnish' as good Trout and
R o o m s , B r ick fir e p la c e , C o o k cam p, Ic e , D a m , M ain e
Salmon fishing as there is in.Maine. For further
S p rin g w a te r. A d d re ss
information write me for circular.
G E O . H. S N O W M A N ,
GEO, C, JONES,
Mosquito, Maine.
Pleasant Island Gamps Under the Management
Rangeley,
Main o f Clark & Toothaker, will be put in first class
shape for the season o f 1912 and will offer every
inducement to Fishermen, Hunters, and Nature
Carrabasset. Maine.
Lovers. For further information address.
Carrabassett S pring Farm and C ottages—U n
CLARK & TOOTH AKER
der New Management. Thoroughly renovated.
Best o f fishing and hunting. An ideal place to
•IS S I
spend your summer vacation. Famous Carrabas- Send for Booklet.
sett Spring W ater served at all times. For fur
ther particulars address.
W A S H IN G T O N C O U N T Y .
N. CHAM PAGNE.
Spring Farm. Carrabasset. Maine.

V IA R A N G E L E Y .

York's

C am ps, L o o n L a k e . A d d r e ss J.
L e w is Y o rk , R a n g e le y , M aine. B o o k le t.
ON R A N G E L E Y L A K E .
M in g o S p rin g H o te l a n d C am ps. Tlhe
m o st a ttr a c tiv e p la ce a t the R a n g e le y s.
A d v a n c e h o o k in g a d v ise d .
A d d r e ss A .
S. P e rh a m , R a n g e le y , M aine.
RANGELEY
LAKES.
C am p Bernis, T h e B irch e s, T h e B arker.
W r it e fo r fr e e circ u la r.
C apt. F C
B a rk e r, B em is, M aine.

OUANANICHE LODGE
SUNSET CAMPS
NORWAY PINES HOUSE & CAMPS
Grand Lake Stream Co.,
“ Owners.”
Fishing unexcelled. Ouananiche Brook and
Lake Trout. As a vacation proposition not beaten
and only equalled by few places in the state.
Good Hunting. Old-fashioned hospitality. Cook
ing with the Grandmother flavor.
No territory
can touch it as a canoeing center. Circulars.
W. G- ROSE. Manager.
Grand Lake Stream.
Washington County. Maine
206 Milk St. Boston, Mass

This place is famous for the Early
Trout Fishing and Excellent Guides.

CATANCE LAKE.
Besit o f S a lm on an d T r o u t fish in g .
A ls o all k in d s o f g a m e in season . I n 
fo r m a tio n a n d T e rm s fu rn ish e d on
ap
p lica tio n .
P r iv a te b o a r d in g h ou se. F.
O K e ith , C oop er, M aine.

IN T H E

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Woods o f Maine
King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 fee
above sea level, unexcelled for trout
fishing or an outing. Individual cab* ins, open wood fires, excellent cuisin
fin© natural lithia spring water, mag
nificent scenery. Renew your health
in the balsam-laden air of Maine’s
Idea], resort. Address

H A R R Y M. PIERCE,
King and Bartlett Camps,
Address, Farmington, Me until the
tease n opens.
Dead River Region.
T h e S argen t.
U p -t o -d a t e in e v e r y p a r 
ticu la r.
M a in e ’s id e a l fa m ily v a c a tio n
re so rt.
Good, fis h in g a n d h u n tin g s e c 
tio n .
C u isin e u n su rp assed .
A . B S a r
g e n t, Pirop’ r, E u stis, M aine.

IN AND A B O U T PHILLIPS.

CENTRAL

HOUSE

BELGRADE
LAKES
MAINE
Offers every inducement to Fishermen. Hunters
and Nature Lovers. Is situated on shores o f two
lakes. Beautiful Scenery. Send for booldet. Open
May 1,1912,
C. H. AUSTIN
Proprietor

¿ Lake Parlin House and Gamps.
A r e d e lig h tfu lly s itu a te d o n sh o re o f
L a k e P a r lin o n d ire ct lin e fr o m Q u eb ec
to R a n g e le y L a k es, p o p u la r
th o r o u g h 
fa r e fo r a u tom ob iles, being- a
d ista n ce
o f 122 miOes e a c h w a y .
L a k e P a r lin a n d th e 12 o u t p on d s In
th e r a d iu s o f fo u r m ile s fu rn ish
the
b e s t o f fly fis h in g t h e
w h o le sea son .
T h e h o u s e a n d ca m p s a r e n e w an d h a v e
#a h m o d e m c o n v e n ie n ce s ,
su ch
as
ba th s, g a s lig h ts, o p en r o c k fir e p la c e s,
etc.
T h e c u isin e is u n e x c e lle d .
C an oein g ,
b o a tin g ,
¡bathing, ten n is,
m ou n ta in clim b in g , a u to m o b ilin g , e tc.
W r it e fo r b o old et.
H. P M c K E N N E Y , Proprietor,
Jackman,
Maine.
C A R A T U N K , ME.
„ I a m o p e n in g tw o n e w p o n d s t o fly
fish in g w h e re
fish
w e ig h in g o n e -h a lf
to fo u r p o u n d s ca n b e ca u g h t, s it u a t 
ed n ea r P ie r c e P on d C am ps. S en d fo r
circu la r.
C. A . S P A U L D IN G ,
N
C a ra tu n k . M aine.

' GARRY POND CAMPS
Good accommodations for Spring Fishermen.
HILLSIDE CAMPS are located at the north end
of Great Lake, the largest lake in the famous Summer Guests and Fall Hunters. Send for
HENRY J. LANE,
Belgrade Chain, where you get Good Fishing. booklet.
Carry Pond. Maine
Good Bathing and Good Service. Write for book
let. J. H. LITTLEFIELD, Proprietor, Mercer,
Me. A fter June 1, Belgrade Lakes. Me.

Beetle Is Strong.
If asked to name the strongest ani
mals, most persons begin with the
largest; the elephants, and continue
with oxen, horses, etc. This is, of
course, correct in so far as their total
horsepower is concerned, but for real
strength, proportioned to the size and
weight of the animal, one must go to
the insect world. Compare’d with in
sects the strength of almost any
large animal and especially of man, is
absurd.
A man is considered strong I f he
can drag a mass weighing three or
four times as much as himself, but
the beetle will walk with 500 times
his own weight. If a man were placed
under a wooden box with five times
his weight on top to hold it down, he
would remain there indefinitely, but
to retain a stag beetle prisoner in the
same way one must pile on top of the
box at least 1,800 times its weight.

er mistakes-—Atchison GUobe

Absolutely

Fireproof. Stone Floors. Nothing
W ood but The D oors.
Equipped with its own sanitary vacuum cleaning
|plant Strictly a temperance hotcL Send for
booklet

STORER F. CRAFTS. Gen. Mgr.

NYOLENE
Dalny World’s Finest Port.
It is said of Dalny, the chief city
aqd port of Kwangtung province, that
It has the finest harbor and wharves
In the Far East, vessels drawing up
to 28 feet being moored alongside the
quay. Goods can be discharged from
a ship and placed aboard the freight
cars, which run out onto the wharves,
In one operation. While ice forms in
the protected parts of the bay at
Dalny, it never becomes sufficiently
thick to interfere with navigation, so
that the port is open the year round
and, Dalny being the southern term
inus of the main line of the South
Manchuria railway, the advantages of
fered are at once evident.

Come To—

Jam aica P oint Camps
ROW E POND CAMPS
Best Sportsman’ s Camps on the Belgrade Lake.
For your Spring Trip or Summer Vacation,
Each camp has telephone and bath. 150 acre farm Especially
nice fo r families desiring real Log
in connection. Circulars. Address. Marshall &
Camp Life, Clean and Comfortable. Write for
Stone. Oakland. Me., after May 15th. Belgrade booklets.
H. W. M AXFIELD.
Lakes, Maine.
Rowe Pond, Maine.
B E L G R A D E L A K E S , M A IN E .
T h e B elg ra d e .
B e st S p o rtsm e n ’s H otel
Nature’s Blunders.
In N e w E n g la n d .
B e s t b la c k b a ss fis h 
Parrots live a long time, and It la
in g In th e w o r ld , b est tro u t fish in g in
believed nature made one or two oth
M aine.
CStas. N . K ill & S on , M a n a g ers

Offers rooms with hot and cold water
for $1.00 a day and up; which includes
j free use of public shower baths. NOi THING TO EQUAL THIS IN NEW
ENGLAND. Rooms wtih private bath
! for $1.50 per day and up; suits of two
rooms and bath for $4.00 per day and up
Dining room and cafe first class.
Eu
ropean plan.

Double the Depth.
The unctuous undertaker was sym
pathetic.
“ How deep do you dig graves, as a
rule?” asked the old millionaire’s
young widow.
“ Six feet.”
“ Make it twelve," she replied. *T
will pay the difference.”—Puck.

PREVENTS
RUST
Here’s the best
article in t h e
largest, neatest,
most economical
package.

NYOLENE
fcN Wof;the
Product

IS

WmF NYB I?BI7NB?V

Every Outdoor man

TheGreatest Discover
for Made for Prevenlins
Rust on f i r e arms
Stoves, Cutlery. Tools
andall Bright Metals
APerfect tub' ' ilor
for Ball Bearir.gs On
Bicycles and Motorcycles
I ^ Best Article Ever
Offered for
S P O R 'r S M E t f
General househoid
« •
2 8 i!
, Wm.T.NYE.

NewBedford. Mass-

wants

DIFFERENT
it,

especially

Hunters,

Anglers,

Automobilists

and

Yachtsmen.
Adds years to the life
o f guns and tackle. Is
clean and pure and o f
great value as a heal
ing. cooling salve for
bruises, strains, sun
burns and insect bites.

A BIG TUBE

25c
EVERYWHERE

Wm

F.

NYE,

New Bedford, Mass
MTr., of NYOIL
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NEW MADRID R. R.

MARSHALL TAYLOR
WANTS A PARDON

Branch Line Will be Built to Trans
port 25,000,000 Lumber.

Freeman Murderer Claims That a
WomanJKilled His W ife

Frank

TELLS ALL IN LONG LETTER

J. D. Barnjum Will Clear 8,000 Acres
Fine Timberland. Big Pulp Deal.

Says

Woman Struck His Wife
Down with an Axe,

Througha rrangements made -with' guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Beal.
the Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes He speaks in the highest terms of the
Railroad by Frank J-. D. Barnjum of courtesy and fairness extended him
Lynnfield Center, Mass., whereby a by the Maine Central people in Port
branch
track will be
continued land, who are also the controlling o f
from Sanders to Mt. Abram township ficials of the Sandy River & Rangean era of prosperity assured for the ley Lakes Railroad.
residents
of Madrid and the sur
W ork on the new road will start
rounding country.
early in the summer.
There have
been
few lumber
Mr. Barnjum is a man who has
deals of more moment made in this had a wonderful career in the lum
state in recent years than the one ber business.
He started in life a
where Mr. Barnjum agreed with the poor boy, but since that time he has
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Rail become
one of the most wealthy
road to ship over the road all the j and influential citizens of Massachu
merchantable lumber on Mt. Abram setts.
tow'nship in consideration of the railHe
owns thousands of acres of
way company building an extension! valuable timberlands in various parts
or branch line from Sanders station of the state and has, perhaps, as
to the west edge o f Mt. Abram to w n -: good a right to the title “ lumber
ship, a distance of about four miles. baron,” . as any man in the United
The road will cost, it is estimated, States.
$25,000.
Another matter of great interest
For the next five years hundreds to tills section is the closing of a
of men
and horses will be em large pulp
wood contract between
ployed
in these mammoth lumber Messrs. Lewis and Maxcy, owners of
operations,
for Mr. Barnjum owns Sandy River Township and the In
on Mt. Abram township 8000 acres of ternational Paper Company of Rumfine
timberland.
It is estimated |ford.
there are 25 millions of timber on
Messrs. Lewis and Maxcy are to
the tract.
cut
and ship a large amount of
A clean sweep will be made of |wood from the Saddleback Stream
everything.
Nothing will be left ! valley, near Madrid village.
It is
standing, for the contract calls for understood the contract is for sev
the shipment of long and short lum eral years and that the wood will be
ber and pulp wood.
shipped from Madrid village over the
There is a strong possibility that line o f the Sandy River road.
Mr. Barnjum will build a large saw
Maine Woods has not learned the
* mill.
If he does it is believed that exact amount which it is intended
the mill will have a capacity for saw to ship yearly, but it is generally un
ing at least 100,000 feet o f lumber derstood that the amount will not
every 24 hours.
This will mean be far from 10,000 cords annually.
the employment of many men and th
This deal, in connection with the
outlay of a large amount of money. 1Barnjum contract, will give a large
Mr. Barnjum, with Mrs. Barnjum, amount of work for the people of thi
spent a day in Phillips recently, the section of Maine.

^
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Medicine for the Blood
Is Needed Now
Because the imhealtliful modes of living during the
winter have made the blood impure, causing loss of
appetite and that tired feeling, as well as the sores
and eruptions that occur at this time.
Be sure to take H ood ’s Sarsaparilla this spring.
It combines the great curative principles of roots,
harks and herbs, so as to raise them to their highest
efficiency in the treatment of all blood humors, blood
diseases and run-down conditions.

Marshall Taylor, who is serving a
Get H ood ’s Sarsaparilla today. A ll druggists.
life sentence at Thomaston for the
murder of his wife, Etta Taylor, of
current edition amply speaks for the
Freeman, last spring, has written a
success of the new acquisition.
The paper, the town, the readers,
letter to a friend in Strong in which
the ownership, the young gentlema
he claims that he is innocent and
himself are all entitled to a goodly
at the same time names a person,
measure of
exultation and I shall
who, he says, is guilty of the crime.
Wood Hard to Obtain at Any continue to g reet.the weekly visits
ever with increasing interest and an
Taylor states that he will try and
undying desire to know that the
Price* Practically No Coal*
secure a pardon this spring, despite
paper is reaping a deserved support
the fact that he confessed a
few
in its earnest endeavors to please—
days after his wife was found in a
The wood and coal situation is grow in a field unique and all its own.
forest grave, brutally murdered, that ing more and more acute in Phillips
Respectfully, etc.,
daily.
he committed the crime.
O. M. Moore.
Many families have no coal at all,
In his letter, which is written at
very little dry wood and not an over
great length, Taylor goes on to de abundance of green wood.
STRATTON*
scribe the murder of his wife.
He
At the present time no relief apDears
claims in this letter that she was to be in sight, for the coal strike has
April 3.
struck down with an axe which was made matters much worse than they
The village schools closed March 29th
were
before.
wielded by a woman
he calls by
for two weeks’ vacation.
There has been a great demand for
name.
Taylor says that he fired
Aubury Trask, the optometrist, is in
wood
made
on
the
farmers
about
town,
a shot from his shotgun to frighten
town for a few days.
his wife, but feels sure that he did but they, as a rule, can be of no assist
Mrs. Laura Lee and Mrs, Rena Cole
ance, for many of them sold short early
not hit her.
attended Eastern Star meeting at Flag
The story of the crime' of which in the season.
staff last Saturday evening.
The reason for this fuel famine i3 ex
Taylor was convicted is familiar to
Mrs. Thomas Vini.ig is recovering
the readers of Maine Woods. The plained by F. N. Beal, who does a large from pneumonia Miss Ada Vining of
horribly mutilated body of Mrs. Tay wood and coal business, through the - Strong is her nurse.
fact that labor is so expensive that
lor was found in a hastily excavated
I Julian Blackwell is visiting his par
there is no money in cutting wood. Mr.
grave in the forest in the rear of
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Dion Blackwell at
Beal goes on to say that the great de
Round Mountain through the vacation.
the Taylor home in Freeman one day
mand for men to work in the woods on
Miss Verna Danico is working in the
last June.
Taylor was arrested and
lumbering operations prevents the
for a time refused to make any state farmers who own woodland from secur : family of Dr. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jennings have a
ment, finally confessing that he mur-I ing the necessary assist3nce in getting
little son. Mrs. Joseph Therrian is
dered his wife and giving the de out cordwood.
tails of the crime at the same time, j Dry wood, when it can be found, sells working for them.
Edd Cushman is visiting relatives in
At the last September term of cou rt! readily for $6.00 or more per cord,
town
after an absence of several
he was sentenced to life imprisonmenij while green wood is a rapid seller at
months in Bingham.
in Thomaston.
$5.00 and upwards.
Blanchard Rand who has been attendTaylor claims that the woman he j “ I guess that a warm spell of weath
mentions buried Mrs. Taylor after er is our only salvation,” said a well Iing High school here is passing his two
weeks’ vacation with his parents, Mr.
she had been murdered.
known Phillipian in mentioning the sub
and Mrs. Charles Rand at Dead River.
ject.
Natanis Lodge, No. 116, K. of P.,
gave a select dance in Lander’ s hall,
Friday evening, March 29. There were
“ OLD MAN” MOORE W RITES.
56 couples on for the grand march.
Good music was furnished and a good
time is reported. The Sisters furnished
Veteran Newspaper Man
Hands a , the supper which was served in the
Bouquet to Younger Member
I banquet hall. Much credit is due the
Davis Staples Fined $50 and Gosts
of the Craft.
Sisters, especially those on the com
mittee, Mdms. J. C. Durrell, A. M.
for Alleged Selling of Cider.
Jones, Sherman Lisherness.
Maplewood Farm, March 25.
Miss Ruth Lisherness of Strong was
the guest of her grandmother, Mrs.
Davis Staples of Madrid was fined $50 Publishers Maine Woods:
and costs Tuesday morning by Trial Jus 1 Pardon my evident interest in the , Ruth Blanchard and other relatives
over Sunday,
tice De Berna Ross for the alleged ille
progress of the successor to the ■
Genie Wing and Eddie Bontar are
gal sale of cider. Mr. Staples, through
his counsel, Harry F. Beedy, Esq., ap Phonograph, which I established and visiting Milton Lisherness in Strong for
pealed the case and furnished bonds in from which sprang the present live a few days.
Mrs. Seth Paine and sons, Lee and
$300 for his appearance at a higher tri ly and popular “ Maine Woods.’’ In
Kijk
of Coplin, returned from a few
bunal.
claiming
paternity to the paper I
days’ trip in Fairfield the first of the
It was shown to the satisfaction of shall have to apply the
female
the court that Mr. Staples had sold four characterization—“ she” —as the child week.
gallons of cider for “ tippling” purpos
has changed its name—Miss Phono
es. During the progress of the case it
EAST MADRID
graph having wedded the “ Woods,”
was brought out in the evidence that
and of course is now known by anoth
Mr. Staples, who lives near Madrid
East Madrid, April 1.
er name.
It is thus that some of
village, had a stock of 15 full barrels of
Miss Vena Hinkley, who has been
our dearest friends become lost to
cider, one barrel partially empty and
working for Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin,
us—by the change of name.
one empty barrel.
has returned home.
This
by
way
of
introduction
to
It was from this stock that the state,
Misses Zelma and Fern Gould spent
saying
that
I
desire
to
congratulate
represented by James Blaine Morrison,
Sunday aJt home.
argued that Mr. Staples supplied his the Woods, but more especially, Mrs.
Will Leavitt and Joel Byron were
Brackett, on the recent
alleged customers, Mr. Morrison in “ Woods’’
callers' at Russel King’s recently on
troduced a number of witnesses, includ acquisition to the editorial force of
business.
ing Frank Berry, Ira Berry and Daniel the paper.
Solon Mecbam was a visitor at his
But
for
the
knowledge
that
Mrs.
Huff, all of Madrid, who testified that
father’s recently, as he is very ill.
Brackett
had
a
most
difficult
task
j
they had purchased varying amounts of
cider from the respondent. The cur on her hands, in the lone conduct o f ! Will Hinkley has been in town
sawing wood for Ralph McLaughlin,
rent price seemed to be 25 cents per the paper, after the loss of its main I
N. D. Wing and Andrew Keene.
stay,
the
present
writer
would
not
FOUR YOUNG PHILLIPIANS, TAKEN IN CIVIL WAR DAYS.
WHO gallon.
S. L. Meobam and J. H. Welts were
Frank Berry said that he had bought have even attempted to assist in
ARE TH EY?
in
Madrid recently on town business.
the
work
of
the
paper
during
a
few
cider of Mr. Staples more than once
and Ira Berry testified that he had pur weeks in December, and he was only
FREEDOM NOTICE.
They are posed chased one gallon- at one time for 25 sorry that he could not better fill
Many
Phillips citizens have ex of the civil war.
This is to certify that I have given
the bill, as then desired; buit the my son, Florian E. Samson, the re
amined the old time photograph dis in front of the flag, which naturally cents.
Daniel Huff got some cider, he said, old farm home was a better place mainder of his time, and shall col
covered by Mrs. Emma Shepard of strengthens this theory.
Phillips, but none have been able
Who are the men in this old time last Wednesday night, taking a two for him and he felt compelled to re lect no wages and pay no debts of
gallon jug along for the purpose.
tire again to “ private life,” and ‘get
to identify the young
men whose quartette?
his contracting after this date.
If any reader of Maine
The defense introduced no evidence. in out of the cold.”
faces appear in the group.
E. A. Sampson, Dead River, Me.
Woods can answer this query will Norris Hackett and William Bangs are
Mr. Roy Atkinson, with his ex
It is believed that the young men
March 25, 1912.
such person kindly communicate with Mr. Staples’ bondsmen, it is said.
perience, first with this paper itself,
shown in the picture were photogra
this office?
and well acquainted with the county
A Clear Brain and healthy body are
phed in Phillips during the dark days
and the best interests of the paper essential
for success.
Business
Incomplete.
A German statistician has calculated and its readers; and after a few years men, teachers, students, housewives
Leave It to Her.
" M y Xi'ttHe s o n h a d a v e r y s e v e r e c o ld .
“I asked your husband last evening that, roughly, there are 1,200,000,000,- of training with one of the metro and other workers say Hood’s Sar
I w a s r e c o m m e n d e d to try C h a m ber* If he had his life to live over again if 000 bees in the world.- It is, of course,
politan dailies, is especially
and saparilla gives them appetite and
I a in ’ s
d ou g h R em edy,
and b e fo re
he would marry you, and he said he Impossible to give the exact figures, uniquely well fitted for the position strength, and makes their work seem
a sm a ll b o t t le w a s fin ish e d h e w a s as
would.'
“ He
certainly as so many persons hide their bees in as able assistant to the lady man easy.
w e ll a s e v e r ,” w r ite s M rs. H , S ilk s, 29 certainly
It overcomes that tired feeeltheir bonnets.—Punch.
wouldn’t
”—Houston
Post
D ow n in g S tre e t, S y d n e y , A u s tr a lia . T h is
ager of the Phillips paper.
The ing.
remedy is for sale by all dealers.

WHO ARE THESE MEN?

COAL AND WOOD
FAMINE IN TOWN

MADRID MAN IN
OLD CIDER CASE

1«
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BARGAIN ORGANS

Merle Butts went to Palmer, Mass.,
EUSTIS
Monday, for a week’s visit with his
April 2
brother John..
Mrs. Ranger of Temple is visiting her Two parlor organs for sale
Mr. and Mrs. Levi M. Thompson
observed their 50th wedding anniver son, Hartley and family for a few days.
Sargent & Wyman have finished log at surprisingly low prices.
sary at their home, Saturday, March
ging
at Cupsuptic and their teams have
The guests were many,
the
Birthday Party and Eastern Star 30.
come
out of the woods.
house
being
completely
filled
with
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Mr.
and Mrs. M. H. Norton have fin Oak Rockers in leather
friends and neighbors, who present
Entertainment Held Recently.
Calendar for week ending April 13.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Thompson with a ished cooking for Lynn Taylor at Jim
upholstering just in.
Sunday, April 7, Easter Sunday.
willow chair, lamp, $18.75 in money Pond and have come out.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Gordon
and
son
10.45, ¡morning worship.
Sermon,
and numerous individual gifts.
The
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Flmer, visited Mrs. E. A. Gordon last Flowers for all occasions.
program
follows:
Grand
march,
The Threefold Ministry of
Jesus;
Kingfield, April 3.
Sunday.
Miss Emma Tufts entertained sev poem, recitations, solos, duet, mar
III, The Divine Savior.
Dr. Pennell of Kingfield was a caller
eral
girl friends Saturday from 3 riage servie by Rev. L. R. Shafer in town one day last week. He came
12 m., Sunday school.
to 5 o’clock, to celebrate her tenth presentation of gifts, refreshments. to see Mrs. John Sylvester who has C. F. C H A N D L E R & SON
7.30, People’s service.
Special
A son arrived at the home of Mr.
birthday which occurred March 26.
been in poor health all winter.
P H ILLIP S, M A IN E .
Easter program by Choral
Club. Roxie Dunton, Hildred
Thompson, and Mrs. Joe Witham Sunday. Mrs.
Miss Nellie Knapp has returned home
Bert
Radcliff,
of
Industry
is
caring
¡Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s
Progress will Helen Williamson, Olive
Dolbier,
from
Mrs.
Lucy
Lockyer’s
where
she
Woodard for her daughter, Mrs. Witham.
be illustrated by stereoptacom views. Marie Merchant, Wilmer
worked a few weeks.
Mrs. Leon Sanborn
is better of
Cora
Barden
and
Sybil
Lander
were
Miss Beatrice Price has finished work
Thursday, April 11, 7.30 p. m., mid
the guesitis.
A cobweb party, games typhoid fever and Mrs. Frank Tufts ing for Mrs. Warren Dyer and returned
week prayer meeting.
and marching
were much enjoyed. is able to be up.
to her home at Stratton.
H. Woodcock was in Lowell last
Marie played the march.
A lunch
Wholesale and R etail
Mr. and Mrs. John Day have gone to
At the Union church Sunday morning of sandwiches, cake and assorted week to attend the annual conference New Vineyard to visit their daughter, Leave your orders early fop
Rev. Mr. Hutchins preached the second candy was served by Mrs. Estelle of the Evangelical churches.,
Mrs. Will Rice.
winter’ s supply. For price®
Fred Hutchins is papering and paint next
About 100 Eastern Star members
of a series of three sermons upon the Tufts.
apply to
S. J-. Wyman is in Best n for sprir^ and their families partook of the an ing at The Sargent.
Three fold Ministry of Jesus. The goods.
B E A L & M cL E A R Y ,
nual supper and enjoyed the enter
first of these sermons was reported in H. S. Wing is making his annual j tainment
NOTICE.
which followed, Wednesday
Office at Phillips Station*
part in the Maine Woods of March 28. business trip for the Huse Spool & ! evening, March 27, at Masonic hall.
AGENTS:
Company, through Connec A bountiful supper of cold meats,
Notice is hereby given of the sale
The subject of the second sermon Bobbin
C.
B.
Richardson,
Strong.
salads, brownbread and beans, cakes, of the right, title and interest of
of this series was “ The Human Ex ticut and Rhode Island.
L,
L.
Mitchell
Kingfield.
El E. Jenkins, H. S. Wing and W. pies, cookies, doughnuts, fruit and which Benjamin Kennerson
died
ample.”
The words of the text
B. Small were ohosen in the Repub* coffee was served from six to seven, seized, in and to certain real estate
“ .Follow Me,” are found in John lican caucus to attend the state con
and at eight o’clock the following situate in Chesterville together with
1:43, and are recorded as being vention at Bangor, April 10.
PEELED PULPW00D.
program was well rendered:
Sing the buildings thereon, bounded for
T. L. Hutchins will be in Stratton ing !y the
spoken
by Jesus at various other
Lodge;
Solo, Gladys 52 rods by the Vienna road, east
3,000 cords, Fir, Spruce and Poplai
and Eustis for three weeks paint Pennell; duet, Doris Wilkins Hilda erly and westerly by the ridge road,
times.
wanted on line of Sandy River & Rangeing and decorating Hotel Blanchard Huse;
reading,
Miss
Mabel
ley
Lakes Railroad. Highest prices ror
the width of lot No. 16 and 17 about
Any activity adding to the progress,
and The Sargent.
Hutchins, Miss Flora Norton, Miss 64 rods of the north line of lot No. j 1909. Write, telephone or call on
or happiness of mankind may well
Emmons Tufts is at home from Theresa
Sander; recitations
by 18, thence easterly on the north line A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips
b.e termed an art.
We are accus Bowdodn college for 10 days’ vacation. Florence Corson, Rena Safford, Chris
of said lot No. 18, 52' rods from the !
Napoleon Champagne of Spring tine Mitchell, Kendrick Libby, Harold ridge
tomed to divide the arts into classes,
road aforesaid, thence north
sometimes
two,
sometimes
six, Farm, Carrabassett, was in town and Emil Winter, Clifford Stevens, to the point in the Vienna road 52
Thursday.
Thelma French, Erma Tufts; charad ; rods from the ridge road aforesaid.
sometimes more.
W e divide them
The mother’s meeting at the Uni- and a guessing contest.
Also one other certain parcel of land
into two classes, the useful arts versalist vestry Thursday afternoon,
The young
folks’ social in the situate in said Chesterville bounded
which are eminently practical, and was well attended, 30 mothers being vestry of
the Universalist church i as follows, running northerly by the
And talk over the changes you will
the fine arts which elaborate beauty present.
A lunch was served.
The March 29, was largely attended. Gamtj|
main road leading to the John Wells make on your house this spring, such
and appeal to the aesthetic nature. next meeting will be held the last
and a lunch of cake, cookies and farm, 14 rods to a stake; thence as changing the small lighted windows
The art of government, the art of Thursday in
April at Mrs. Ethel cocoa was indulged in.
Marie Mer easterly parallel with the John Wells j for the large glass windows, the old
justice, that of engineering, of me Phillips’.
chant, age 10 years, made a cake road 14 1-3 rods to a stake thence Idoor for a new glass door and the best
chanics, of manufacturing, of med
Mrs.
Alice Hinds spent several which was pronounced good.
southerly
parallel with the main j improvement you can make is a nice
icine,
of agriculture, of household days at C. O. Wilkins’ last week j
W.
S.
Wight’s
singing
class
is
road
to
the
John
Wells road, thence wide porch, to enjoy life on in summer
economy or home making will all on her way home to Flagstaff from !
prospering finely.
They meet Satur westerly by said road to the point
be termed useful arts, yet many of Westbrook Seminary.
0
day
and Monday evenings at the of beginning
containing one and
them partake also of the character
Alice Davis, daughter of Mrs. '
Universalist vestry.
All speak in one fourth acres; to be sold on the!
Ward
Davis,
New
Portland,
was
the
|
of the fine arts.
great praise of Mr. Wight’s method premises hereby described at public | Keeps everything you will need and
The finest art of all is that of get guest of Miss Miriam Sohafer from
of
teaching the people here and at auction on the first day of May, would be very pleased to sell some to
ting along with poeple, with bringing Thursday to Monday.
you.
Miss
Hazel Cushman entertained Strong, Phillips and Rangeley, well A. D. 1912.
into
play their finest possibilities
remembering
the
final
concerts
which
D.
R.
ROSS,
Adm’r.
Thursday
and enabling them to conquer all ad a few friends at whist
were given at the closing of Mr. i
verse circumstances and environ evening.
Now
P R O B A TE NOTICES.
Donald Collins of Dixfield, was the Wight’s classes ten years ago.
ments.
Mr. Wight has larger classes than E S T A T E OF W ILLIA M M. HOAR.
In His public ministry Jesus ever guest of his aunt, Mrs. Herbert j
ever before and a much greater FRANKLIN, ss. At a Court of Probate holden
manifested the spirit of kindly help Walker, last week.
musical treat is in store for all our at Farmington, within and for the County of Frank, A carload of Columbia flour
Miss
Mary
Lufkin
and
Robert
fulness.
Were any suffering from
lin, on the third Tuesday of March A. D. 1912
people right in our own towns. Mr.
Lilia
V.
Nile,
administratrix
of
Best Michigan winter
sorrow or from sinfulness for them Vance were married Thursday even
Ernest J. Hill of Portland, Maine’s the estate of William M. Hoar late o f RangeHe sought, that He might help and ing by Rev. Lily R. Schafer at her |
ley, in said County, deceased, having presented
patent,
guaranteed in
such a her first account o f administration of the estate
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance started greatest tenor, who made
strengthen them.
o f ¡-aid deceased for allowance:
hit at the festival last fall, and has Ordered, that said administratrix give notice to all
every way and the
To Jesus the will of the Father Friday noon for New Brunswick, Mr.
no superior in Boston or New York, persons interested, by causing this order to
Vance’s
home,
where
they
will
re
only flour of its
was supreme.
In that great temp
be published three weeks successively in the Maine
is expected to sing here.
Also the Woods, published at Phillips, that they may appear at
tation on the night before His be side.
a Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in said
kind on sale in
Angier Jocobs of Phillips was in well known contralto, Miss Martha County.-on the third Tuesday of April next, at
trayal He prayed, “ Not my will, but
ten o ’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
F.
B.
Hawes
of
Portland,
who
is
fa
Franklin
town the last of the week.
they have, why the same should not be allowed.
Thine be done.’’
J. H. THOMPSON, Judge.
Mrs. A. E. Millay, New Portland, mous in the Maine festivals, and so
Prayer is not asking for
a con
County.
Attest, A. L. henderson, Register.
many have said had a voice like
travention of God’s laws.
We do no was the guest of her cousin, Mrs.
.Shumann Heink.
She is by far
know His laws.
That which brings |W. P. Watson, Saturday.
E S T A T E OF D A N IE L D. GRAFFAM.
Maine’s greatest contralto.
If the FRANKLIN, ss: At a Court of Piobate holden
Mrs.
W.
L.
Whitten
of
New
Port
to us what we do not want, that j
Farmington, within and for the County of Frank
and people will arouse to Mr. Wight’s at
which we shrink from receiving may j land has been visiting relatives
lin, on the third Tuesday of March, A. D. i q i 2 .
efforts these fine artists will come.
Arthur D. Graffam, executor of the last will and
friends
in
town
for
several
days.
bring us greater good than had ever
of Daniel D. Graffam late of Phillips,
Waldorf- intestament
Lorenzo Wyman was at Bates Col They both sing in the
said County, deceased having presented his first
been in our thought.
Astoria hall, N. Y., April 13, at Mr. account of administration of the estate of said PH ILLIPS,
lege,
Lewiston,
last
week,
packing
hi*
M A IN E .
deceased for allowance:
Jesus is our example in bearing
Chapman’s Rubenstein concert, and Ordered, that said executor give notice to all
the cross.
He bore the cross of persona’ effects.
interested, by causing this order to be publ
Mrs. Ernest Crocker has typhoid four nights next week in Philadel fiersons
ished three weeks successively in the Maiue Woods
suffering and of shame, bore it pa
phia.
We can hardly realize how M published at Phillips, that they may appear at a Pro
fever,
and
is
sick
at
Mrs.
Carrie
tiently.
We are often called to hear
bate Court to be held at Farmington, in said County
Wight can bring this excellent talent on the third Tuesday of* April next, at ten of the
the cross of having our own wishes ; Gates.
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
to us.
Everyone will more than have, why the same should not be allowed.
set aside.
We are called upon t o !
J. H. THOMPSON, Judge.
work to help bring this about the
Attest, A. L.'Fenderson, Register.
NO CAUSE T O DOUBT.
bear the cross of unpopularity also.
first of May.
Dates will be given
8 T A B L E W IT H H O U 8 E .
Duty will tell us to uphold
some
later.
measure, to advocate some course of A Statement of Facts Backed by a
NOTICE
Large comfortable rooms. Just the
Strong Guarantee.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
action which is not popular.
Jesus
been duly appointed Administrator of the estate place to Bpend a few weeks in the sum
has given us an example in crosso f Luke F. Chandler late of Weld in the mer for happiness and pleasure. Good
We guarantee immediate and posi
GOOD WORK.
County o f Franklin, deceased, and given bonds as
tive relief to all sufferers from con
bearing.
the law directs. All persons having demands fishing near by. Rates reasonable.
In every case where our
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
Abraham Lincoln when a boy and stipation.
Bath room.
remedy fails to do this we will return Done Daily in Phillips. Many Citizens present the same for settlement, and and all in Both telephones.
debted thereto are requested to make payment
young man made great effort to the money paid us for it.
That’s
Tell of It.
immediately.
learn
all that
,be could
of a frank statement of facts, and we
Charles F. Chandler.
GEO. L. L A K IN ,
March 19, 1912.
George
Washington,
to
se want you to substantiate them at
Nearly
every
readey
has
heard
of
Proprietor
cure
books
about
him,
to our risk.
NOTICE.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just ! Doan’s Kidney Pills. Their good work
know his ideas about government. like candy, are particularly prompt in Phillips still continues, and our The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
Phillips,
Maine
duly appointed Administrator of the estate of Stephen
He tried to follow his ways.
When and agreeable in action, may be citizens are constantly adding en M
Harlow
late
of
Strong
in
the
County
of
Frank
the opportunity for his own great taken any time, day or night; do not dorsement by public testimony. No lin, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
cause diarrhoea, nausea, griping, ex better proof of merit can be had All persons having demands against the estate of
work came he was ready.
said deceased are desired to present the same for
cessive looseness, or other undesir- ; than the experience of friends and settlement,
and all indebted there to are requested to
able effects.
They have a very neighbors. Read this case:
make payment immediately.
John
W.
Kennedy,
Phillips,
Me.,
mild but positive action upon the
Henry W. Allen.
A L M O S T A M IR A C LE.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
organs with which they come in con says: "The benefit I received from
March 19. 1912.
Doan’s
Kidney
Pills
three
years
ago
tact, apparently acting as a regu
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
has
been
permanent,
and
I
willingly
lative tonic upon the relaxed muscu
1 NOTICE
One of the most startling changes ever lar coat of the bowel, thus over confirm my former endorsement of
- - - - M A IN E
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has PHILLIPS,
Been in a n y m an , according- t o W . B. coming weakness, and aiding to re this remedy. For years I was afflict been duly appointed Administrator of the estate
H o ls c la w , C laren d on , T e x ., w as e ffe cte d store the bowels to more vigorous ed with kidney trouble and rheumatic of William S. Jacobs late of Kingfield, in the
pains and was often unable to get Connty of Franklin, deceased, and given bonds as
y ea rs a g o In his b rou ter.
" H e h a t and healthy activity.
the law directs. All persons having demands ag
I passed many
sleepless ainst
su ch a d rea d fu l c o u g h ," h e w rite s, " th a t
the estate of said deceased are desired to
Rexall
Orderlies are unsurpass about.
J. B LA IN E M O R R ISO N
nights,
and
was
also
bothered
by
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
a ll o u r fa m ily th o u g h t h e w a s g o in g able and ideal for the use of chil
thereto are requested to make payment immed A t t o r n e y
- at Law
the
kidney
secretions.
Dotors
failed
in to co n su m p tio n , b u t he beg an to use dren, old folks and delicate persona.
to help me and I finally got Doan's iately.
Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Insurance
D r.
K in g ’s N e w D is c o v e ry ,
an d w&s We cannot too highly recommend the
Angier A. Jacobs.
March 19, 1912.
c o m p le te ly cu re d b y ten b o ttle s.
N o w tq all sufferers from any form of con Kidney Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store,
lie Is so u n d an d w e ll a n d w e ig h s 218 stipation and Its attendant evils. Tha now Preble’s Drug Store.
p ou n d s.
F o r m an y y e a rs o u r fa m ily is why we back our faith in them with They helped me at once, restoring
NOTICE
a normal condition
h a s u sed th is w o n d e r fu l
rem ed y
fo r our promise of money back if they my kidneys to
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
and
disposing
of
my
pains
and
C o u g h s a n d C o ld s W ith e x c e lle n t results. do not give entire satisfaction. Three
been duly appointed Executor of tha last will and
aches.”
testament of Anna C. Hunter late of Strong in
I t ’s q u ick , sa fe , re lia b le an d gu a ra n teed. sizes:
12 tablets, 10 cents, 36 tab
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 the County o f Franklin, deceased, and given
P r ic e 60 c e n t s a n d $1.00.
Triiaj b o ttle lets, 25 cents and 80 tablets,
DENTIST
50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, bonds as the law directs. All persons having
against the estate of said deceased are
fr e e at R. H . P r e b le ’s, P h illip s; R id  cents.
Remember, >ou can obtain New York, sole agents for the Unit demands
desired to present the same for settlement, and
d l e ’s P h a r m a c y o f R a n g e le y ; C has. EJ. Rexall Remedies in Phillips only
Successor
to Dr. Holt
at ed States.
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
D y e r o f S tro n g ; L , L. M itch ell o f K in g - •>ur store,--The Rexall Store. R. H.
ment immediately.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5. Evenings by
field .
Theron B. Hunter.
^Preble, Phillips, Maine.

MUCH SOCIAL LIFE
IN KINGFIELD

COAL

Draw Your Chair
by the Fireside

Phillips Hardware Co.

JUST RECEIVED

l e a v it t -&

JACOBS

NOTICE

W IL L O W S H O T E L

D. R. R O S S

Dr. B. S. Elliott,

take no other.

March 19, 1912.

appointment.
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MASQUERADE BALL
GIVEN AT STRONG
Great Crowd Present and Many
Good Costumes Noted

a girl in his costume that a Phillips
fellow
formerly o f Strong (thought
he had found a new .girl he hadn’t
seen before, and hoped he could get
her to keep until she (?) unmasked
and found it was ‘‘Fannie.”
Mrs. E. W. Loring’s costume was
mentioned as being one of the best.
A fine time was enjoyed by all.

Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Luce visited
relatives in New Vineyard Sunday.
Mrs. Hattie Farmer of
Rumford,
visited her daughter, Mrs.
John
Lovejoy last week.
Mrs. M. A. Will went to Lewiston
Saturday to spend Sunday with her
parents, Rev. and Mrs. H. A.Clifford,
who were attending Conference.
Richard’s mail team is on wheels.
It begins to look like spring.
Mrs. Rrioeno Clark, (nee Maud MONEY IN ROADSIDE FRUIT
Witherell,) of Redlands, Cal., sent
her mother, Mrs. Myron
Witherell, In Germany Trees Are Made to
Pay the Upkeep of the
a large crate of delicious oranges,
Highways.
lemons and grape fruit one day last
week. They were of excellent quality
The auction sales of native fruit
as many of Mrs. Witherell’s friends
?rown on the trees bordering the coun
can testify.
try roads, in the township of Linden,
adjoining the city of Hanover, yield
ed this autumn 20,612 marks ($4,906).
MADRID
Along certain stretches of these roads
the yield has amounted to 1,500 marks
Madrid, April 2.
The snow is not leaving us very (357) a kilometer, or at the rate of
$595 a mile.
fast.
The province of Hanover has some
Will Berry and wife, Elmon Ty
7,000 miles of country highways bor
ler and Gladys Kinney were guests o dered with fruit trees, the profit of
J\ C. Wells, the first of the week. which is appropriated toward the up
A. L. Huntington is sawing shingle keep of the roads. These roads, which
are common place to the native res
at his home.
J. C. Wells has tapped a few maples ident, are the delight of the American
tourist, who often wonders why road
and the sap is running some.
sides
in the United States are not
George Heath was at home over
thus planted to fruit.
Sunday from the mill at Sluice Hill.
This application of the beautiful,

Miss Ethel McPheters o f Skowhe(Special to Maine W oods.)
gan, is visiting her friend Mrs. P.
Strong, April 3.
W. Mason.
The masquerade ball held in. Luce’s
Roland Hinds of Phillips, was in
hall Saturday evening was attended
town
Saturday night and attended
*y a large and jolly crowd.
The
the
masquerade
ball at Luce’s hall.
nail was packed to its capacity. 61
Mrs. Austin Gilman of Wilton, is
couples danced.
A large number of
spectators were also present.
E x visiting relatives and friends in town.
Mrs. Fred Daggett is spending the
cellent music was furnished by Dyer’
week with friends in Portland.
orchestra.
While they were playMrs. Ralph
Starbird
returned
ing
a march an awkward
squad „
paraded to t i e center of the haU |Saturday noon from a visit with her
parents in Topsham.
where they played several tunes with
Mrs. Geo. Richardson of Bruns
harmonica,
accordian, two cornets,
wick spent Sunday with her sisters,
bass horn and occarina, then marche
Mrs. Chas. Pease
and Mrs. Fred
out and changed costumes.
The
Daggett.
squad consisted of Elwin Voter, ArSinging school was postponed Frithur
Crosby, Geo. Burns, Linwood ,
, ,
_
„ .
,,r
......
day
night until Tuesday night.
Foster, Wm. Nickerson, Allie Rich*
JL „
,
,
T,
. _
..
Rev. W. P. Holman is wearing
ards,
Sam
Johnson
and Carroll i
,,
„
■r,
,
The smile that won t come
off.
Rounds.
I
„
- ..
He was called home from Lewiston
The following are a few of those
„ TTr Thursday noon, where he was attendwho were in costume:
Mrs. P. W. ,
„
.
ing Conference, and found a nice
Mason, Mrs. H. J. Ramsdell, Miss
nino pound girl, Murial Joy, waiting
Frankie Keen, Mrs. True Luce and
to see her papa.
Mrs. Holman and
Miss Edna Gilman as snow girls;
S EC R ETS O F TO AST-M AKING
little daughter are doing nicely under
Miss Nellie Mitchell, flower girl;
the care of Miss Sadie Bates.
A Cut Bread Night Before so That Sur
Miss Eunice Goodwin, Miss Cassie
host of friends extend
congratula
face Is Dry Before It
Mitchell, in costume; Fern Worthley
Is Toasted.
tions to them.
and Doris Haley as Gipsies; John
Mrs. Mattie Hinds and little son
Norton, Indian; P. W. Mason, A. E.
The secret of having crisp toast is
Philip, visited Mrs.
Arthur BrackGoodwin,
Mephistopheles;
Harold
to cut the bread the night before, so
ley one day last week.
Welch, Harry Fletcher, Bertie Rich
that the surface is dry before it is
Irene, little daughter o f Mr. and toasted. Another trick is to have the
ards, Herbert Campbell, Sam Johnson,
Mrs. Earl Kingsley, was quite ill slices, when toasted, stood up on edge
Carol Rounds, Bert
Welch, Percie
last week, suffering from croup.
in some place where they can be kept
Hackett and Ellie Richards, clowns;
One of the most enjoyable occa hot until they are served. If the slices
Hoyle Douglas, in costume;
Alice
sions of this season was a surprise are placed one on top of the other
Hunter, ghost; John Lovejoy, Ruhe;
party
given Miss Miriam and her they become soggy.
Owen Moore, quack doctor,
Ethel
For toast that Is to be used as the
„
, . ,x
brother Frances Conarnt, last ThursAr\kiting, Tops> , Chester
i g i o n , ¡ day evening_
Raymond Starbird foundation for poached eggs, mush
rooms or any creamed food, half an
t>ncle Sam; Ethel McPheters, cow bo* ^
^
^
& ^
^
Inch Is the correct thickness, hot
Alphohso Luce dressed as a l a d y ;jand rarrle<i abollt 29.
NeedleKi
Carroll Ladd, Son of Veteran; Mrs.
, ,,
,
, water is distributed over it evenly
_ .
_T ’
say a very jolly ride was enjoyed. with a small spoon, and melted butter
Daisy
Huff, negro; Mrs. E. W. . . ,
. 0 „ . ,.
. ,
J
.
ex.
I At about 8.30 the company arrived spread on with a bristle brush, which
Loring,
colonial costume; Misses \
.
_
t„
x
__ , _ ■a,nd received a most hearty welcome. :omes foi the purpose. People who
Vivian Bates and Maud Porter, Dutch ..
„ ,
, ,
Very
soon each guest
was en- lislik the softness produced iy this
Kiris
^ . : joying some game.
Excellent music •.reacmen; a o course, preserve the
iris. n*>£* of th .oast by omitting the
The following are a few not in
,
_. .
.
„
was also enjoyed.
During the even- ac water Jfte* when bread t very
costume:
Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe
,
,
,
, „ ,
,
_
ing refreshments o f hot coffee and I stale, it may be steamec a little beWhiting; Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Kemp-¡
. , ,
assorted cake which were brought by !ore it is toasted otherwise .i .( so
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Luce, Mr.
. . . . . .
’ ,
,
the guests were served.
A delight- hard that ever th<„ bes of teeth rebel
and Mrs. Frank Worthley, Phillips, . . . .
,
, ,
^
’
ful time was enjoyed, by all present. at it. Housekeeper who do nc pos
Mr. and Irs.
am
nan , . iss ^ a
hour the guests continued sess ancient silver toast racks have
Miriam Conant, .Frauces
C om n t,U
^
^
to m a
oeen heard to say that these only act
Hattie Titcomb, Mina Stevens, CiarRichard Burns, R. F. D. carrier as coolers for the slices they hold, and
ence Goodwin, Claudia Johnson, Flor- has been
m ^ pMt
weejj that they are not desirable at all. On
ence Luce, Wm. Frazier,
Roy At His substitute, L. L. Partridge, has the other hand, a covered toast dish
holds the heat and stqams the slices
kinson, Vinton
Hough and Roland carried the mail.
to sogginess in a short time. The
Hinds, Phillips.
Abner Searles of Freeman received surest way to have perfect toast
A large team coming from New Vine- a very serious cut on his foot while seems to be to dispense with the an
yard and driven by Leonard Hackett cutting lumber for AloJ1Zo Richards. cient formalities and take to ultra
brought
about 15.
Among them ^ was taken as soon as possible to modern inventions, such as the elec
were Miss Ruth Leavitt,
Mildred Dr Q w
Bell,s hospital, and on tric toaster, which stands on tjie table
at milady’s elbow and makes the toast
Hackett, Eva Pratt, Roland Hackett, arrjvjaig. was found to be unoonr
‘while you wait.”
Niel and Clem Leavitt.
One very |aolQUB from the loas of blood.
Had
amusing thing was the fact that .t n<y(. been for the prompt action
Alphonzo Luce so closely resembled and sM]1 of ^
Bq1| he
have
A C T U A L S T A R V A T IO N .
lived but a very few minutes longer.
H IG H P R E S S U R E DAYS.
He lost two' toes and his foot was Facts About Indigestion and Its Re
lief That Should Interest You.
M en a n d w o m e n a lik e h a v e to w o r k split to the ankle.
He is very com
in c e s s a n tly w it h b r a in an d h a n d to h old
fortable at this writing.
Although Indigestion and
Dys
th e ir o w n n o w a d a y s .
N e v e r w e r e th e
Mrs. Ralph Worthley and
little pepsia are so prevalent, most people
d e m a n d s of b u s in e s s , th e w a n ts o f th e
do not thoroughly understand their
fa m ily , t h e r e q u ir e m e n t s o f s o c ie ty ,, m o r e daughter Beulah, are visiting Mr. and
cause
and cure.
There is no reason
n u m ero u s.
T h e fir s t e f f e c t o f
th e Mrs. L. A. Worthley.
why most people should not eat any
p r a is e w o r th y
e f f o r t to k e e p u p w ith
Mrs. R. W. Khowlton has been ill, thing they desire— if they will only
a ll th e se th in g s is c o m m o n ly s e e n in
chew it carefully and
thoroughly.
a w e a k e n e d o r d e b ilit a t e d c o n d itio n o f suffering from a cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Allen of Phil Many actually starve themselves into
th e n e r v o u s s y s t e m , w h ic h r e s u lts in
sickness through fear of eating every
d y s p e p s ia , d e f e c t i v e n u t r it io n o f b o th lips, visited relatives in town Sun
good-looking, good-tasting food, be
hotly a n d b r a in , a n d in e x tr e m e c a s e s day.
' . ( . Ll
cause it does not agree with them.
in c o m p le te n e r v o u s p r o s tr a t io n .
I t is
The best thing to do is to fit
c le a r ly s e e n th a t w h a t is n e e d e d
is
yourself to digest any good food.
P U TS E N D T O B AD H A B iT.
w h a t w ill s u s ta in th e s y s te m ,, g iv e v ig o r
We believe we can relieve Dyspep
T h in g s n e v e r lo o k b r ig h t to o n e w ith
and to n e t o th e n e r v e s , a n d k e e p th e
sia.
We are so confident of this
"
t
h
e
b
lu
e
s
.’
’
T
e
n
to
o
n
e
th
e
trou
b
le
is
d ig e s tiv e
a n d a s s im ila t iv e fu n c tio n s
fact that we guarantee and promise
a
s
lu
g
g
is
h
liv
e
r
,
fillin
g
the
sy
s
te
m
w
ith
h ea lth y an d
a c t iv e .
F r o m p e rs o n a l
to supply the medicine free of all cos
p o is o n , t h a t
D r. K in g ’ s N ew
k n o w le d g e , w e c a n r e c o m m e n d H o o d ’s b ilio u s
to eveipy one who will use it, who is
T r y th em . L et
S a rsa p a rilla f o r th is p u r p o s e .
It a c t s L ife P ills w o u ld e x p e l.
not perfectly satisfied with the re
fe e lin g s
en d " th e
on a ll th e v ita l o r g a n s , b u ild s up >t|he th e jo y o f b e t t e r
sults which it produces.
We exact
B e s t f o r s t o m a c h , liv er and
w h o le s y s t e m , a n d f i t s m e n a n d w o m e n blu e® .’ ’
no promises, and put no one under
k id n e y s, 25c.
fo r th ese h ig h p r e s s u r e d a y s .
any obligation whatever.
We are
located right here and our reputa
tion should be sufficient assurance of
the genuineness of our offer.
We want every one troubled with In
digestion or dyspepsia in any form to
come to our store and buy a box of
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets.
Take
them home and give them a reason
able trial according to directions.
Then, if not satisfied, come to us and
get your money back.
They
are
very plasant to take; they aid to
Soothe the irritable stomach,
to
strengthen and invigorate the diges
tive organs, and to' promote a heal
thy and natural bowel action, thus
leading to perfect and healthy di
gestion and assimilation.
A 25c, package of Rexall Dyspep
sia Tablets furnishes 15 days’ treat
ment.
In ordinary cases, this is
In Franklin County than all the rest the
sufficient to' produce a cure.
In
city dealers, agents, sub agents, etc.
most chronic cases, a longer treat
combined during the past five years.
ment, of course, is necessary, and
You have to work hard for your
depends upon the severity of
the
money and you owe it to yourself to buy
trouble.
For such cases, we have
where you can make every dollar count.
two larger sizes which sell for 50c.
and $1.00.
Remember, you can ob
tain Rexall Remedies in this com
CH AS. W. N ORTON
munity only at our store—The Rex
C h u r c h S treet
•
F a r m in g to n . M ain e
all Store.
R. H. Preble, Phillips, Mi

There Must Be a Reason W hy I
Have Sold More

practical and economic possibilities
embraced in the control of such pub
lic property as roads is a fine illus
tration of the community thrift of the
German. During the three weeks pe
riod of ripening sharp eyed old watch
men on bicycles patrol the roads, be
ing particularly active on Sundays,
when the people are out in large
numbers.
It is forbidden to pick up fruit from
the groynd, and to knock it from the
trees is subject to a fine of 100 marks
($23.80) or more for each offense,
says Consular and Trade Reports.
Law’s and regulations for the general
good, however, excite such respect on
the part of the German that cases of
theft of fruit from the highway fruit
trees rarely occur.

Kept ia
if mother} only take in time
th lutle tUs <whuh are
tanly corrected.
For constipation, bilious
ness, variable appetite,
nervousness, h e a d a c h e ,
irritability a n d o t h e r
troubles of children, give
T ru e’ s Elixir. A standard
remedy for 6 0
years.
S o l d b y al l dealers.
3 5 c., 5 0 c ., $ 1 .0 0 .
A Fam ily Laxatlvo and W orm Medlcina.

T R U E ’S
ELIXIR
Sponge Rings with Fruit.

Make a sponge cake by using two
eggs, half cup of sugar, half cup ol
flour and half teaspoonful of baking
powder. Bake In a ring mold. Serve
by removing from the mold and into
the center piling cut oranges, or or»
anges and bananas. This may b«
served with foamy sauce, made a*
follows: One cup of milk, two table
spoons of butter, half cup of suga^
one tablespoon of cornstarch, one egg
Moisten the cornstarch In a small por
tion of milk. Scald the remainder;
Btir In the cornstarch and add the but
ter. Beat the white of the egg until
stiff and fold Into the custard care
fully.
Fruit Cake.
One pound butter, two pounds browV
sugar, six eggs well beaten, thre«
pounds flour, half teaspoon soda die
solved in teaspoon of hot water, hall
pound blanched and chopped almonds,
two pounds currants, two pounds rail
sins (seedless), half pound citron (cu1
fine), half pound lemon peel (candied);
half pound prunes (pitted and soaked
and chopped), h ^ f pound New Or
leans molasses, half teaspoon all kind!
of spice.

Pie Crust.
Here is my way of making pie crust
for two pies. Two and one-half cups
Corrals in Mexico, Texas and New of flour, one heaping teaspoon of bak
Mexico Inclosed by C actusing powder, salt. Sift all together.
Like Plant.
Mix in with hands, one cup of lard,
cold water to roll. Mix with silver
Throughout the older parts of Mex knife.
ico, Texas and New Mexico many
of the fences around the corrals, and
often the gardens, are made of "ocaCOMING EVENTS
tilla.” This is a cactus-like plant
growing in a stalk form and often
reaching a height of twenty or twen
April 2—'Waldo Pomona, Belfast.
ty-five feet. It is completely covered
with long stout thorns.
,
April 3—East Maine Methodist ConThe stalk is tough, hard to cut, al erence, Rockland.
most impossible to break, and grow
April 3—First District Rep. Con
ing to the height it does it makes an
effective protection. It is planted vention, Portland.
usually in three or four alternate
April 4—Cumberland and Oxford
rows and is held together by buck Union, West Baldwin.
skin strings or with strong wire. It
April 7—Hancock Pomona, Bucks*
needs but little water.
I believe this ocatilla fence woulu port.
be found very satisfactory to use on
April 10—State Republican Conven
county estates, and even the owner tion, Bangor.
of a modest plot of ground would
June 5, 6—Division
encampment,
find It a good thing. It prevents stock
from breaking in, effectively keeps Sons of Veterans, at Gardiner.
at a distance all marauders, and
June 5, 6—Maine Divisions, Sons
when in bloom is a beautiful sight, bf Veterans, Bangor.
for at the tip of the stalk there
June 12—Patriarchs Militant, I. O.
comes early in summer a cluster of
deep crimson, ball shaped blossoms. O. F., Brunswick.
I remember once the astonished, al
June
17—Primary elections in
most horrified, expression of an East Maine.
ern woman to whom I mentioned the
June 18—National Republican
Con
beauty of the corral fence when in
vention, Chicago.
bloom?—Country Life in Amerjpa.

UNIQUE FENCE THAT BLOOMS

IHor r!heumati®m y o u w-lU fin d n oth in g
b e t te r

th a n C ham berjaltn’e

L in im en t.

T r y i t a n d s e e h.ow q u ick ly it g iv e s r e 
lief.

F o r sal© b y a ll d ea lers.

June 26, 28—Maine Pharmaceutical
Ass’n. Convention, St. Andrews, N.
(B.
Jtuly 26, Aug. 2—The Young Peo
ple’s Missionary Conference, Ocean
Park.

Hess Stock Food
The best line we
ever carried.
W orth calling to see if you
don’t buy.
Our low prices are a great
inducement to u m v.

C . E. D Y ER .
STR O N C ,
««<
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

1
Saturday evening the regular meet Phillips over Sunday. He was a guest
ing of North Franklin Grange was at A. W. Bean’ s.
well attended. The first and second de
Donald Goldsmith, his many friends
grees were worked.
Several commit will be sorry to learn, has been obliged
tees were appointed for the entertain to return to the Central Maine General
ments. The ones for the circus were hospital in Lewiston. Mr. Goldsmith
Effie Graffam, Clara French, Berta went Monday.
Holt. Posters will be up but it is ex
Mrs. Charles Steele of Farmington
pected that the circus people will be was in town Tuesday on her way to
ready to present the largest- show on Rangeley.
earth at the Grange hall, Saturday ev
Mrs. F. A. Lawton is in Auburn on a
ening, April 6. Date of next meeting short trip.
Cony M. Hoyt having withdrawn as a member
April 13. This will come in the after
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Howard of Strong
noon as it comes on the dark of the were the guests of their son, Charles
of the firm of Sedgeley, H oyt & Co., the firm name
E. Howard, over Sunday.
moon.
Frank Beedy dropped a rail on his
George Voter has tapped 500 maple
is now changed to Sedgeley & Co.
trees this season and hopes to make a foot while working on the railroad at
arge amount of maple syrup. He says Reed's and broke a toe.
The King’s Daughters will meet with
that he has already secured orders for
a number of gallons of the syrup, the Miss Miriam Brackett, Friday evening,
prevailing price being $1.25 per gallon. April 5.
His ‘ 'sap house’ ’ is located on Tory
Last fall and winter B.
Frank
Hill. “ To have sap run w ell," said Beal paid to the farmers and citizens
Mr. Voter, during a call at this office, of Phillips in checks drawn on the
“ one needs freezing nights and warm Phillips National bank for hay, ap
days. A west wind, if it is warm, also ples, potatoes, labor and live stock
helps. Yes, I have got all the wood I the sum of $17,130.00.
He paid in
need for my own use, but I haven’ t any cash $1000 and enough to the r a il-;
to sell.’ ’
roads for freight to bring the total
George Hood of Tory Hill has a large amount well over $20,000.
W E S O L IC IT T H E P A TR O N 
Hay and 1
number of old growth trees that he has apples were
th eNlargest items in
AGE OF T H A T CLASS ©F DE-J
planned to saw up into stove wood. “ I the business done by Mr. Beal.
POSITORS
WHO
CONSIDER!
thought of getting a drag saw for my
came to answer
Mrs. C. E. Norton
of Lewiston, i
gasoline engine," said Mr. Hood. “ By who is well known in Phillips as the
ABSOLUTE
SAFETY
FIRST.]
using a saw of that kind I would be daughter of Mrs. Harry P. Dill, re- :
OUR C A P IT A L AN D SURPLUS]
able to saw up those old growth cently
entertained the “ Lewiston
sticks.” Mr. Hood raises cream for Corn Roasters.”
OF
$110,000.00 GUARANTEES^
The
J^ewiston
CASH STORE,
the Turner Center creamery. He says Journal reports the affair in part as
T H A T S A F E T Y , AND OUR INthat it pays very well with butter at 37 follows:
“ That Miss Ruth A. Tuck
T E R E S T R A T E IS T H E HIGH-J
ad of last week.
cents per pound.
er, who will go to her home in Paris,'
D. F. Field was elected the new
E
S
T
R
A
T
E
C
O
N
S
IS
T
E
N
T
W
IT
H
!
Monday, after
completing a service
member of the school committle at the
of four years as general secretary
SUCH S A F E T Y .
j
recent town meeting and with Mr. Field
of the Women’s Christian Associa
on the board are Harry ' Austin and
tion, leaves in Lewiston many warm
Frank W. Atwood. In the report of
MRS. J. C. TIRRELL
¡
friends
has been demonstrated dur
■■
'■■= -¡ T the town meeting it was not announced
ing the last few weeks, and
par
PHILLIPS,
MAINE.
that Hon. N. P. Noble was re-elected
ticularly
on Friday evening, when
superintendent of schools.
Elwin Webber, the manager of the three affairs were given in her honor.
Farmers’ line, was in Rangeley one At half after six the Lewiston Coni
PHILLIPS, MAINE
day last week on business connected Roasters got together for supper, in^
the home of Mrs. C. E. Norton, Moun
with the telephone company.
The table was at
Howard Toothaker and his sister, tain Avenue.
Miss Lizzie Toothaker, called on Mr tractively decorated with jonquils and
and Mrs. Earl Kingsley of Strong one candles with yellow shades, while the on the family cat, slipped and fell,
place cards were suggestive of the injuring her spine severely.
day last week.
Mrs.
Henry W. True was in Jay Saturday Cornroaster campfires and were sent Hunter was attended by Dr. J. W.
Saturday April 6.
by Miss Frances C. Norris of
St. Blanchard, who made her as com
afternoon on a business trip.
íh h v w h w h h m v w h w h v h m V
Frederick Hough called in Farming- Louis, Mo., the originator of this in fortable as possible.
ton Saturday. He returned home on formal group of people, who won’t
W. C. T. U. meets with Mrs. W il
allow themselves to be called a club
the night train.
lis Hardy Friday 2.30 p. m.
All
They just
Miss Alice Hood, who is employed at or even an organization.
members are requested tio be present.
the Elmwood, was startled one night get together for good times.
As
The
food sale planned
by the
Iasi week while she was working in the the guests were seated ’round the
Ladies’
Social Union
will prob
Has bought out the entire
laundry by the appearance of a man at table, after supper, Mrs. George M.
ably be the last of this month.
g
Btock and trade of the Farmthe door, who tried, unsuccessfully, to Chase, in a happy way, presented
Mr. Charles E. Barker goes to >•:
er’s Co-Operative Trading Co.
break the lock. Miss Hood was not to Miss Tucker a picture “of the
Call and I will give you one
seen by the man but while he was pul Cornroasters from the Cornroasters.” Gardiner Monday, where he will be
hundred and thirty crackers
ling on the door she made a noise that Later on, all sat around the open .employed by the Berlin Mills Com |
past.
for twenty five cents.
frightened him away.
The unknown fire and reminisced, talking over the pany as for several years
ran towards the upper village at fu many happy times, indoors and out, He will go to Berlin, N. H., for a few
Mr.
speed. He is described by Miss Hood which have been the Cornroasters’ days before commencing work.
Barker expects to hire a furnished
as being a man of large size, dressed in in the last five or six years.
house and have his family with him
a long black overcoat. It is the opin
Charles A. Moors, who has been
ion of some people that the man in employed by Jeweler A. G. Cronkhite, until fall.
question is of the genus sneak, or has returned to his home in
Mrs. Lester Bean returned to Phil
Old
clothesline thief.
Town.
1 1 >. lips Monday night with her husban
N ow is the time to
Some Phillips young people made a
Bids for the old town house are and is much improved in health, but
snow shoe trip Sunday to George Vot
get your whole hams.
They are
being received by the selectmen. will not teach this term.
er’s sugar camp. They reported a very
The bids will be opened May 1, when at Mrs. J. W. Brackett’s as formerly.
ONLY
enjoyable outing, the snow being in ex
At the meeting Saturdr y evening
the old relic will be awarded to the
cellent condition for good walking.
highest bidder.
Already a number of North Franklin Grange the first
Those who were present included A. R
and second degrees were conferred on1
of
bids
have
been
received.
Page, J. Scott Brackett, Vinton Hough,
cents per pound.
Mrs. J. C. Tirrell will hold her Miss Marguerite Bates.
Misses Ruth Austin, Miriam Brackett,
CASH GROCERY
Mildred Mahoney and Gladys Dutton. Easter opening of millinery Satur Mrs. Etta Hayes of Farmington, and
Mrs. Tirrell has a very large son Benjamin Hayes of Arizona, have
On the return from camp Miss Brackett day.
STORE
stock of new goods for the approval been guests of Mr. and Mrs. O.
H.
entertained her friends with a lunch.
Phillips,
Maine,
of
her
patrons.
Hersey this week.
Among the sugar makers are C. B.
J-.
C.
Tirrell
will
leave
for
Sagi
Hunter, 700 maples; Wm. Sampson,
Mrs. Dora Jones has been in Phil
600; G. W. Hewey, 300. There are also naw, Mich., Monday, where he ex lips this week en route for Indian
many others. Pipes to the houses help pects to remain permanently.
Rock, where she will be employed as j
E. S. Kingsley of Strong was a cook by Mr. and Mrs. James M ath-;
in many instances in gathering the sap.
Five minutes early,
Will Grant of Ed Grant & Sons, Ken- business caller in town Tuesday.
ieson, who have charge of the busi
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Tirrell were ness of the Oquossoc Angling A ss o -1
nebago, was in Phillips Monday on
Sometimes ten.
business.
Mr. Grant says that dry among the Phillips people who at elation.
Mrs. Jones has been e m -'
wood is selling at retail in Rangeley for tended the masquerade ball at Strong ployed there for several seasons. She;
It raises salaries,
$9.00 per cord.
Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Tir will visit in Madrid and Rangeley and
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jacobs were in rell were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. commence work about the 15th of tk i}
Kingfield on business Tuesday.
H. G. Allen of that village over Sun month.
r
D. C. York, agent for the Rumford day.
At the meeting of Sherburne Chap-!
Lumber company was in town Tuesday,
A . G. C R O N K H IT E
All members of the Phillips Union ter, O. E. S., last
week,
dainty |
the guest of Fred N. Beal.
Meeting House society are requested hand painted place cards adorned the
Formerly Emery S. Bubier,
Miss Gladys Dutton returned to to be present at the church on Tues refreshment table and were the work
PHILLIPS,
MAINE.
Farmington, Tuesday, to her duties as day evening, April 9, at 7.30 p. m. On of Miss ALgie E. Pratt, who is-very
a teacher in the Model department of that evening important business will clever with pencil
and paint brush.
the Normal school.
be transacted.
One matter coming
Mrs. M. E. Johnson of Dryden was in up is repairs on the meeting house.
SLE IG H S! SL E IG H S!
Every Lens and Frame which
town one day last week.
Hon. Harry Austin went to Augusta
Now
is your time to buy if you want
Miss Ruth Austin was in Farmington
I prescribe is kept on
Tuesday.
a
new sleigh for another year.
Monday night to attend the linen show
No.
Franklin
Pomona Grange
Call on
record. This enables
er party given Miss Isabelle White by
meeting at Rangeley, April 18.
Miss Lucille Stevens.
J.
H.
C
A R V IL L E ,
me to duplicate by
Mrs. C. B. Hunter is seriously ill
George RamsdAll of Weld was in
Fairbanks,
Maine.
as the result of an accident one day.
mail without
recently.
Mrs. Hunter was on her
for the^ Universal Y o u w ill lo o k a g o o d w h ile b e fo r e y o u way to the cellar when she stepped
delay.

Sedgeley 8- Go.

Hipgrip

Trousers

Salem People

SOMETHING
'

TOOTHAKER’S

NEW

| Phillips National
Bank

Spring ©penino

Prepare for warm

MILLINERY GOODS
AND PATTERN HATS

weather by buying
POROSKNIT

i

J. R. DOYEN

UNDERWEAR

I J. R. DOYEN

16 1-2

D. F. HOYT,

No. 5 Beal Block,

BIG BEN

Phillips, Maine

Agency

Steam Laundry

fin d a b e t te r m ed icin e fo r c o u g h s an d
c o ld s th an C h a m b e rla in 's C ou g h R e m 
edy.
It n o t o n ly g iv e s r e lie f— It cu res.
D o n ’t b e su rp rised i f yiou h a v e
an
T r y it w h e n y o u h a v e a c o u g h o r cold , a t ta c k o f rh eu m atism th is sp rin g . J u st
a n d y o u are c e rta in to b e p lea sed w ith ru b th e a ffe c te d p a rts fr e e ly
w ith
th e p ro m p t c u r e w h ic h it w ill e ffe c t . O h a m b erla in ’s L in im en t a n d it Will soon
Flor sale by all dealers.
d isap p ea r.
S old b y a ll d ea lers.

HOME!

F R A N K F. GRAVES,
Graduate Optometrist.
New Sharon,
Farmers Phorje S 84.

Maine

>leUtjr
»ad

(SroòtenT

ATHERTOJ FURNITURE

